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Abstract 
 

Legacy Systems were developed in a time in the past when the needs, environment and 

technologies available were different. An organisation has to reflect on the benefits for the 

business and the current business activities when considering the evolution of a legacy system.  

  

This dissertation intends to show an accurate and deep understanding of Legacy Systems, which 

are the problems that they involve and which are the possible approaches and solutions to them. 

The findings of this research were applied to Newtir S.L, a small logistics company located in Spain 

in which the use of obsolete technology was affecting their business operations.  

 

The result was the production of Newtir Business Application, a piece of software that was 

developed with modern technology and replaced Newtir’s old system.  This application manages 

Newtir’s core business activity, which consists of the worldwide shipping of goods for its clients. 

 

This dissertation also presents a systematic approach to the software engineering discipline, 

emphasising  the importance of the stages of the software development life cycle, namely Analysis, 

Design and Testing as well as the impact that planning and implementation of a development 

methodology have on a software engineering project. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
This chapter intends to present the context of the problem as well as giving an explanation of 

the rationale of the project. It also explains the project objectives and the success criteria 

needed to consider the project successful. 

 

1.1 CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

Newtir S.L. 1 (BOE 2009) is a freight forwarding company that provides services in the 

international transport sector of goods. It operates in many countries as a middle man within 

international transport transactions carried out on via land, sea or air. 

 

Newtir uses a Legacy system (LS) to organise its business activity.  This activity consists of 

the arrangement of shipments for its clients. Its clients need to deliver a group of items as 

quickly, effectively and cheaply as possible to an addressee that could be located in a 

variety of different destinations and countries.  Newtir hires the service of suppliers that 

provide a lorry that loads its client’s goods. Then, Newtir manages those shipments until they 

arrive safely to their destination, handling any possible problems that could arise, such as 

providing documentation when crossing a border between countries. 

 

Legacy Systems (LSs) are sociotechnical systems that were developed in the past and often 

use an old and obsolete technology. LSs are often critical business systems. They are kept 

because it is too risky to replace them. For example, the majority of banks use legacy 

accounting systems. Policies and organisational procedures can depend on the system. If 

the bank were to replace the accounting system of clients, then there would be a serious 

business risk if the new system did not work adequately.  Moreover, the existing procedures 

would have to change, and it could upset the members of the organisation and cause 

difficulties with the bank auditor. Therefore research on LSs is required to make sure that the 

most suitable approach is taken. 

 

                                                
1 Newtir is a real company registered in the business register in Alicante, Spain. 
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1.2 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

Newtir is a small business that was founded from the dissolution of another company called 

Baxtermead Alicante, subsidiary of Baxtermead Ltd2 (Baxtermead 2007). As a result of this, 

Newtir inherited a LS used in the previous company. This system was bought in 1997 by 

Baxtermead Alicante.  The old system used at the moment by Newtir has in the back-end a 

multidimensional database that has been developed by a company called Tiger Logic 

(Rocketsoftware 2014). The front-end was developed with Visual Basic and it is run on MS-

Dos. 

 

The multidimensional databases are oriented to analytic processing. This analysis normally 

implies the reading of a large amount of data in order to extract some type of useful 

information such as sale trends, consumer’s behaviour patterns or for the elaboration of 

complex reports (Oracle 2014). These databases are barely used at the present and are 

difficult to integrate with modern technology. 

 

The current system is built to be used by transport companies in general.  Moreover, the 

number of capabilities that the system has is bigger than what Newtir needs. As a result 

Newtir does not use most of its features and would need some others. 

 

Newtir is dependent upon the developer of the system in terms of economic cost and 

maintenance since the application does not belong to them, just the license for its use. 

Additionally, in order to extend the software, a qualified workforce is needed. 

This is a problem, because it is hard to find professionals with legacy skills. Software 

engineers prefer to focus on learning modern technologies that will provide them a better 

prospect to find a job from a long-term perspective (Semdesings 2013). As a result, it is very 

expensive to extend the legacy software. 

 

Newtir sees as an opportunity to obtain new features for its software that will resolve 

problems raised by the evolution of technology and the business in itself. For example, 

Newtir’s customers demand more and more to be sent an electronic copy of the invoice.   

Newtir would also like to add online access for their clients in the future. For example, a 

customer could access the status of their shipments. The use of widely used technologies 

would enable Newtir to find a developer to carry out this task more cost effectively. NewTir 

                                                
2 Baxtermead Ltd. Is a real company registered in the business register in Saffron Walden, England. 
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will also be provided with all necessary documentation for the software as well as the source 

code so that the software can be extended easily in the future. 

 

1.3 PROJECT RATIONALE 

Newtir’s business activities are being affected because the companies’ requirements 

surpass their current system’s capabilities. Therefore, it is time for Newtir to make a decision 

about updating their Legacy System. Budzinsky (2011) argues that it is common for a 

software engineer to have to update a LS. A client may ask to update a LS that was built in 

the nineties. Perhaps an engineer has developed something ten years ago and needs 

assistance to include more functionality. Either scenario would need an engineer to 

determine how to carry out the aforementioned jobs dealing with the LS. Therefore, this 

project is an opportunity to learn about the systematic approach required to replace a LS and 

solve the problems that arise, considering that this is a common software engineering 

problem. The result and the approach decided can be found in Chapter 4. 

 

Sommerville (2011, p.5) states that “the vast majority of software development is a 

professional activity where software is developed for specific business purposes”. Therefore, 

there are numerous opportunities for a software engineer looking to develop business 

software, such as for companies looking for new features and capabilities in their old 

systems, a website or a phone app to make life easier to their customers.  

 

Software engineering does not just involve writing computer programs, anyone with basic 

knowledge could write a simple application. Software engineering involves far more as it 

requires a systematic approach to the different stages of the development lifecycle, such as 

the requirement elicitation analysis. Additionally, it also requires the delivery of 

documentation that explains the system’s functions (Sommerville 2011).  As a future 

software engineer, it is my intention to learn and perfect the aforementioned approach as 

well as cover every aspect necessary to successfully conduct a software project. 

 

This project is categorised as Industry-based type. This type of project entails having to deal 

with a real customer. Dawson (2009) explains that the main risk that this type of project 

raises is that the client could seize the control of the project. As a result, this could have a 

negative impact on the aims of the academic work of the course carried out in the project. 
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However, it is believed that it is important to learn how to interact with a real client from the 

industry. 

 

The main interest of the client is to have a new system that meets the minimum functionality 

needed in order to avoid the monthly maintenance fee as well as add new features required 

by the current environment, such as the production of PDF documents. The implementation 

of the new system would have a positive impact in the finance of the client.  Once this 

project is finished, it has been agreed to implement more functionality. 

 

1.4 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND SUCCESS CRITERIA 

The first step is to define the objectives (Table 1 and 2) of the project and identify the main 

requirements of the system.  Once the goals have been established, it is time to determine 

what will be delivered based on the objectives and requirements defined above and which is 

the assessment criteria used to appraise the success (Greene and Stellman 2006).  

 

1.4.1 Personal Objectives 

 

The personal objectives of this project are the following: 

 

Number Objective Success Criteria 

1 

Manage and administer time and resources 

following a management plan. 

 

Achieve the completion of 

the project within time by 

carrying out the Project 

Plan. 

2 

Choose an appropriate software development 

methodology and follow it. 

 

Find enough information 

about development 

methodologies to 

understand and choose one 

suitable for the project. 

3 

Working with a real client that will prepare me 

to understand and solve the problems that it 

entails 

 

Achieve good interaction 

with the client in order to 

meet the requirements. 
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4 

Research on LSs in order to understand: 

- What they are 
- Types 
- Problems they involve 
- Which are the possible solutions 

 

Find enough information 

about LSs to understand 

which are the possible 

solutions and make a 

decision about which one 

take. 

5 

Learn how to deal with distributed software 

development since the client is in another 

country. Internet communication tools will be 

used for this purpose. 

 

Achieve good interaction 

with the client using the 

available tools in order to 

meet the requirements. 

6 

Apply systematically the appropriate 

techniques in the stages of a software 

development project as a software engineer 

 

Achieve the completion of 

the artefact following a 

rigorous software engineer 

approach. 

7 
Evaluate and assess the project outcome.  

 

Complete the evaluation 

section of the report. 

Table 1. Personal Objectives (Personal Collection) 

 

1.4.2 Client Objectives 

 

The objectives of the client are the following (Table 2): 

 

 

 

Number Objective Success Criteria 

8 

Develop a desktop application that will 

substitute Newtir current LS. 

 

Complete the artefact and 

meet the requirements. 

     9 

Save a big amount of money in the 

maintenance of the LS. 

 

Complete the artefact and 

meet the requirements. 

10 Stop the dependency on the company Complete the artefact and 
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that developed the LS and on an out of 

date technology that is hard and very 

expensive to maintain and extend 

 

meet the requirements. 

11 

Add new capabilities required by modern 

times such as the capacity of saving 

reports in digital format, namely PDF that 

will allow the user to send them by email. 

 

Complete the artefact and 

meet the requirements. 

12 

Achieve a high level of robustness of the 

artefact. 

 

Complete the test plan. 

Dynamic Testing and Usability 

Questionnaire. 

13 
User Manual to allow users to learn and 

understand the artefact. 

Complete the artefact and 

meet the requirements. 

Table 2.  Client Objectives (Personal Collection) 

 

 

Following Rapid Application Development (Table 1 objective 2) as the development process 

is a criterion to ensure the success of this project. In addition, RAD will be used for the 

approval of every graphical user interface prototype at the beginning of an iteration and 

posterior use of it by the client providing feedback at the end of each iteration. This check 

will take place before the testing phase for each iteration. The methodology research can be 

found in Chapter 3. 

 

The detailed requirements that need to be met in order to fulfil most of the client objectives 

and the completion of the artefact can found in Appendix B. 

 

The criterion used to assure that the requirements are met and the application has a high 

level of robustness is dynamic testing (Table 2, objective 12). A thorough test plan will be 

applied for this purpose. Testing can be found in chapter 7. The whole testing plan can be 

found in Appendix K. 

 

Regarding Usability (Table 2, Objective 12) a questionnaire will be handed out to the users 

in order to get feedback from them and make sure that the ease of use of the application is 
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what is expected according to the requirements. The Usability questionnaire can be found in 

Appendix F. 

 

In addition, it is considered that a User Manual (Table 2, Objective 13) is necessary to help 

the user to understand and learn how the application functions.  Allwood and Kalen (1997) 

state that “The user manual represents a major possibility for users to learn a new 

application program”. The User Manual is an external document and be found in Appendix 

R. 
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2 PROJECT PLAN 

 

Suchan (2003) explains that when it comes to the success of a project, it may be thought 

that time and budget are the main factors that have to be met to please the customer. 

However, to deliver an application that provides business value could be more important.  A 

plan to handle the management aspects of the project is needed in order to succeed. 

 

The project plan carried out as part of the project management includes: 

 Gantt Chart to manage tasks and time 

 MoSCoW  Technique for Requirements Prioritisation 

 Risk plan to consider the possible risks that could make the project fail and their respective 

measures to neutralise them. 

 A diary to monitor the state of the development with the completed and uncompleted tasks. 

 Communication with the customer 

 

2.1 SCOPE AND CONSTRAINTS 

 

Once the scope is set, it is advisable to take into account the constraints for the success of 

the project. This is done adding time and cost to the scope, with consideration to the Project 

Management Triangle (Figure 1). In this case, the cost factor does not apply since this is an 

academic project and the client has no budget for it. In addition, all the tools used are open 

source.  The only factor that can be modified is the scope since time is fixed and cannot be 

changed.  
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Figure 1. Project Management Triangle (Chartfield and Johnson 2007) 

 

2.2 MOSCOW TECHNIQUE FOR REQUIREMENTS PRIORITISATION 

 

RAD integrates the MoSCoW technique to prioritise requirements (Table 3). If the 

requirements defined as Must are met, the artefact will have been successful. However, due 

to the limitation of time and the magnitude of this project some requirements could not be 

met in time. These few requirements can be implemented right after the deadline as future 

work.  

 

Requirements List – MoSCoW 

Require-

ment 
ID: 

Requirement Description MoSCoW 

FR1 
The system shall allow users to add, update and delete client profiles Must 

FR02 The system shall allow users to add, update and delete supplier 
profiles 

Must 

FR03 The system shall allow users to add, update and delete addressee 

profiles 
Must 

FR04 The system shall allow users to add, update and delete VAT types Must 

FR05 The system shall allow users to add, update an delete payment 
methods 

Must 

FR06 The system will allow users to add, update and delete shipment town 
destinations 

Must 
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FR07 The system will allow users to add, update and delete country 
destinations 

Must 

FR08 The system will allow users to add, update and delete Incoterms Must 

FR09 The system will allow users to add, update and delete goods Must 

FR10 The system will allow users to add, update and delete shipments Must 

FR11 The system will allow users to add, update and remove items and 
expenditure to a shipment 

Must 

FR12 The system will allow users to create, update and remove lorries for 
transport 

Must 

FR13 The system will allow users to add, update and remove shipments to 
transport 

Must 

FR14 The system will allow users to search records Must 

FR15 The system will allow users to display the results of a search Must 

FR16 The system will display and print the search results Should 

FR17 The system will allow users to generate PDF file for reports and 
invoices 

Should 

FR18 Data will be migrated from the LS to the New System Would 

S01 The system will store data in a secure way Would 

P01 The database will allow multiple users Must 

US01 The system will allow the user to control the GUI with the keyboard Must 

US02 A manual will explain the user how to use the system Would 

C01 The system will allow both English and Spanish as languages Would 

C02 The system will allow different colour skins Would 

Key 

Must have - Top priority requirement Desktop Application 

Should have - highly required if possible Newtir Business 
Application Could have - If there is time 

Won't have - Future work 
 

Table 3. List of requirements categorized by MoSCoW Technique 

(Personal Collection) 

 

2.3 GANTT CHART 

 

Greene and Stellman (2006) explain that a Gantt chart is an efficient and practical way to 

schedule the tasks that have to be carried out. The effort that every task required was 

measured by previous experience and common sense. The graphical representation of time 

as bars are very intuitive; the bigger the length of the bar, the more time is needed to 
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complete the task. Milestones and dependencies were included in the Gantt chart, and 

certain tasks were not started until a milestone was reached. For example, finishing the 

research was needed in order to start the report.  The initial Gantt chart can be found in 

Appendix I. 

 

2.4 PROGRESS WEEKLY DIARY 

 

It is believed that a diary helps to carry out a better performance because it documents what 

is done during the development. This can help to save time since it is possible to consult 

decision made in order to avoid repeating mistakes. 

 

For this reason a progress weekly diary was carried out to monitor the progress of the 

project. The following template (Table 4) was used for this purpose: 

 

Week:  Timebox: 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Not Completed: 

 

Comments: 

Table 4.  Progress Weekly Diary Template (Personal Collection) 

 

The template contains: 

 

Week – The current week 

Time box. It refers to the tasks that should be performed that current week. 

Description of the tasks. A break-down of the tasks if needed, whether they have been 

completed or not. 

Comments. A brief explanation of what has happened the current week. 

 

The progress weekly diary produces can be found in Appendix Q. 
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2.5 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

Dawson (2009) suggests that it is important to keep in mind the potential risks that would 

affect the project in order to avoid them or mitigate them.  Dawson (2009) suggests 

gathering a list of possible risks. Once the risks were listed, their impact on the project was 

assessed.  

 

It is believed that that the Risk management plan (Table 5) can help this project succeed by 

avoiding or minimising the risks impact. 

 

This was done by following the risk impact equation provided by Turner (1993): 

 Risk impact = likelihood X consequence. 

 

Finally, the critical risks were handled with three possible options: avoidance, deflection and 

contingency. 

 

The risks are categorised as either technical or non-technical: 

 

Technical Non-technical 

Losing data Over-Running time estimate 

Lose track of coding Artefact Magnitude 

Development technology Illness 

Table 5.  List of Risks (Personal Collection) 

The Risk Management Plan can be found in Appendix H. 

 

 

2.6 COMMUNICATION WITH THE CLIENT 

 

Another situation that requires planning management is working on a project from another 

country. Newtir is located in Spain, therefore it will be needed the use of communication 

technologies that will allow this project to take place.  Meyer (2008, p.71) states “distributed 

software development is the way of the future. Even more considering that the supporting 
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technology is still in its infancy”. For example, Meyer (2008) also comments that most of the 

tools for online communication that were used in their project did not exist four years prior to 

it,  which leads to think that the release of new technology over the time will improve the 

distributed software development. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter presents the research carried out on methodologies. The reasons why a 

methodology is needed, the two main software development methodology groups with their 

advantages and disadvantages, the methodologies considered for this project and finally the 

methodology chosen. 

 

 

3.1 METHODOLOGY RATIONALE 

 

Avison and Fitzgerald (2006) suggest a list of possible characteristics that could affect the 

choice of a methodology over others. The main reasons (Table 6) considered in choosing a 

methodology for this project are the following: 

 

 

Methodology Characteristic Rationale 

Simplicity 

This is a project that lasts 15 weeks and 

all the dimensions from management to 

development will be carried out by only 

one person. For this reason, it is 

important to use a simple methodology. 

 

Consideration of user goals and objectives 

It is crucial to deliver an application with 

the functionality required but it is also 

essential to prioritise which 

requirements are more important than 

others.  

 

Participation 

It is considered that having the 

customer involved in the development is 

important to achieve the purpose of the 

application.  
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Total Coverage 

The restriction of the time in this project 

could affect the development of the 

application.  

 

Table 6. Methodology characteristics (Avison and Fitzgerald 2006) 

 

 

The absence of a methodology will complicate the development of a project. Various types 

of issues could arise and disappoint clients, such as a budget increase or a lack of quality. 

Developers will also suffer the consequences, as more work will be required to complete a 

lower quality project (Martin 2003). These are strong reasons to define a process 

methodology that is the most appropriate for the development of the software in question.  

 

Companies in general may have their own policy regarding software development 

methodologies that they follow in order to complete a project. However, the majority of 

engineers and people involved in software development would agree that there are two 

major methodology groups; Heavyweight and lightweight. The Heavyweight group, also 

known as traditional methods, deliver extensive documentation, provide little flexibility during 

development and rely exclusively on the technical people. On the other hand, the light-

weight group or Agile methodologies involve the use of iterations for features that have to be 

developed and involve the participation of the user in the development process (Khan et al. 

2012). 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Heavyweight and Lightweight Methodologies can be 

found in Appendix A. 

 

3.2 WATERFALL VERSUS RAD 

 

The methodologies considered for this project are RAD of the Lightweight group and 

Waterfall of the heavyweight group. 
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Agile projects aim to ensure that all efforts are used in the creation of better software more 

quickly and efficiently, the software satisfies the client’s needs, and the customer is involved 

in the process (Khan et al. 2012).  This means that everyone that takes part in the 

development team will exclusively focus on tasks and processes that add value to the 

product that is being built, improving or implementing features.   

 

Rapid Application Development (RAD) is comprised of iterative and incremental 

development cycles and prototype construction.  Traditionally, it tends to encompass 

usability and speed execution.  RAD emphasizes a very short development cycle. It is based 

on building a system using components, hence the speed in the development. If 

requirements are well understood, RAD allows developers to create a functional system 

within short periods of time, in a much quicker way and also responding much better when it 

comes to modifying requirements (Khan et al. 2012). Speed execution and rapid response to 

changes in the requirements are two factors that this project needs in a methodology. 

 

The two reasons why RAD was chosen over other agile methodologies are the following: 

 

 RAD allows the use of prototyping to start the design as soon as possible and try to gather 

requirements from the stakeholders. The prototype is created rapidly with the aid of a CASE 

Tool. According to Blueink (2005) this would allow to capture requirements that could have 

been missed in the interviews and the analysis of the LS.  

 

 RAD makes use of the requirement periodization technique called MoSCoW. Avison and 

Fitzgerald (2006) argue that MoSCoW is a simple and efficient technique to categorize the 

requirements by importance.  

 

The waterfall methodology separates rigorously the stage of the software development 

cycle, in such a way that the starting of a new phase has to wait for the completion of the 

prior phase. Therefore, any mistake of design found in the testing phase will necessarily take 

to the redesign and recoding of the affected code, elevating development cost. The word 

“Waterfall” implies the necessary effort to introduce a change in the advanced stages of the 

project (Istqbexamcertification 2012). 

 

According to Avison and Fitzgerald (2006) methodologies can be categorised by the problem 

situations that may arise. Avison and Taylor (1997) consider that there are 5 possible 

situations. For example a project where the problem is well-defined and well-structured with 

clear objectives a traditional methodology like Waterfall would be the most appropriate. The 
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Newtir project looks suitable to use Waterfall, as Waterfall methodologies are suitable for 

inexperienced developers.  

 

However, a key issue of this project is that user involvement in all of the stages of the 

development is essential. Avison and Taylor (1997) consider that another type of problem 

occurs when the user frequently interacts with the system. RAD also meets this 

characteristic. 

 

In addition to this, Avison and Fitzgerald (2006, p.129) state that “Some requirements will 

only emerge when the users see and experience the system in use, others may not emerge 

even then, particularly complex ones”. Therefore, following the RAD process (Figure 2) in 

each iteration will involve the user, gathering feedback and ensuring that the item is 

produced according to the users requests. This was a key issue in choosing RAD over 

Waterfall because the expectation that all requirements are completely defined at the 

beginning of the project is unrealistic. 

 

RAD meets the needs of the project explained above. It is simple, involves the user in the 

development process and gives more importance to delivering something faster which is 

important due to time restrictions. Furthermore, the requirements of this project are well 

known and allow prototyping which will be used to show parts of the system to the customer 

early in the development process in order to obtain feedback.  

 

Avison and Fitzgerald (2006) explain that one of the main advantages of RAD is the focus on 

what is important for the user’s needs, rather than wasting time on unimportant features that 

would slow down development.   
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Figure 2. Process followed in each iteration of RAD (Khan et al.,  2012) 

 

Another dimension to consider is the quality aspects of an information system that Avison 

and Fitzgerald (2006) suggest in order to choose a methodology (Table 7): 

 

Flexibility 
Whether the system is easy to modify and whether it is easy to add 

or delete components 

Fast development 

Rate 

Whether the time needed to develop the project is quick, relative to 

its size and complexity 

 

Simplicity Whether ambiguities and complexities are minimized 

Maintainability 
The new system must be maintainable 

 

Table 7. Quality Aspects of an Information System (Personal Collection) 
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3.3 METHODOLOGY CONCLUSION 

 

All methodologies have advantages and disadvantages and Waterfall could have been 

chosen to manage this project. However, RAD fits better with the objectives of this project 

that were outlined. 

 

Firstly, this project requires a fast development rate. It is more important to deliver something 

functional to the detriment of its robustness, although robustness is an aim to be achieved.  

If reliability were a highly important factor for the client, RAD may not be the best option and 

a traditional methodology such as Waterfall would be more appropriate. For example, a 

system for banking transactions requires high reliability compared to a word processor is not 

such a business critical application. However, delivering something functional in time with 

acceptable reliability is more important in this case. 

 

Secondly, user involvement is vital both before and after each iteration due to their 

interaction with the system. In addition more requirements could be revealed, which would 

increase user satisfaction and add business value. These extra requirements may be as 

important to the client as delivery in time. 

 

Finally, RAD integrates the use of prototyping that helps with user interaction as the 

prototypes are ready to be used. 
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4 LEGACY SYSTEMS 

 

This part of the literature review addresses approaches to maintenance and extensibility of 

software when developed by other engineers with obsolete technology. The problems in 

dealing with LS are significant and will increase in both size and complexity in the near 

future. 

 

4.1 WHAT A LEGACY SYSTEM IS 

 

There are various proposed definitions of a LS. Bennet (1995, p.19) define LS as “large 

software systems that we don’t know how to cope with but that are vital to our organization”. 

Bloomsbury (2007) defines legacy systems as “an existing computer system that provides a 

strategic function for a specific part of a business”. In addition, Bisbal and Lawless (1999, 

p.103) define them as “any information system that significantly resists modification and 

evolution”. 

 

It is possible to draw some conclusions from these definitions since they have elements in 

common.  First of all, a LS can be crucial for an organisation. Secondly, an organisation will 

find it very difficult to make modifications on the legacy information system if their business 

processes change and therefore new features or capabilities are required. 

 

For these reasons, LS could be considered as the bedrock of companies. They also play a 

very important role in their business processes. Therefore, these systems could affect 

negatively the economic activities of the organization (Bisbal and Lawless 1999). 

 

Whereas, Alderson & Shah (1999, p.115) states that “there is little consensus about what a 

legacy system is”. People that come from business are surprised when a system that is 

profitable is defined as LS. Nevertheless, a system that requires qualified engineers in 

otherwise obsolete skills is considered as LS. As a result “there is little possibility that any 

single definition will be universally accepted” (Alderson & Shah 1999, p.115). 

 

According to Alderson & Shah (1999) LSs could be categorized according to four different 

areas (Table 8): 
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Type Description 

Developmental 

The company continues to develop and maintain the LS in the 

developmental point of view, basically because there is a 

dependency on the developers that created the system.   

Operational 

Operational. The operational viewpoint consists of the belief that 

the business activity is facilitated by the LS. The systems that 

cannot cope with the amount of traffic of information giving a poor 

reaction are considered LSs. Therefore, the technology used is 

no longer considered to be part of the company’s policy. 

Organizational 

LSs limit the company’s the capacity to react to the 

circumstances generated by the environment. They also 

constrain the possibility for the company to approach a different 

policy. The re-engineering of the system could solve these 

problems; however, the reengineering is unachievable by the 

rigidity of the current system.  Additionally, the system has 

become absolutely necessary for the business activity. 

Strategic 

From the strategic point of view, the information system become 

a LS for the company when the cost that it generates for its 

operations and maintenance is more than the financial value that 

it provides to the firm. This perspective entails the possible 

occasions missed for any favourable business activities that 

could arise, preventing the company from taking advantage of 

that opportunity. 

Table 8.  LS types (Alderson & Shah 1999) 

 

 

4.2 LEGACY SYSTEMS AND THEIR PROBLEMS 

 

The strategic viewpoint Alderson & Shah (1999) describe is where Newtir converges. The 

current system has become more of a burden than a solution due to the high economic cost 

that the business incurs for maintaining and extending the system to provide up to date 

features required for business operations. 
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Bisbal and Lawless (1999) highlight two problems that agree with the strategy viewpoint 

outlined by Alderson & Shah (1999):  

 Software maintenance can be expensive, because documentation and understanding of 

system details is often lacking and tracing faults is costly and time-consuming. 

 LSs are also difficult, if not impossible, to extend. 

 

These two problems are the ones that have the most relevance to this project.  

 

The LS is an old piece of software developed with obsolete tools that needs to be updated. 

Newtir would have the following two options by keeping the LS: 

 

 Staying with the developer of the LS that charges a lot of money  

 Search for an alternative developer which would be expensive as well since there are very 

few that now have the skills to use the old technologies. 

 

Some issues found with having to work with a legacy system include: obsolete technologies, 

scalability constraints, shortage or absence of functional and technical documentation, black 

box architecture, etc. On the other hand, it is likely that there is a major positive aspect: the 

system is stable, if it has been working for a long time is because it does it in an acceptable 

way, or at least part of it. 

 

Each project of re-engineering has a particular combination of these characteristics and 

defines very specific problems that have to be dealt according to the objectives of the client 

regarding the system. For example, improve or adapt some functionality.  

 

 

4.3 APPROACHES TO LEGACY SYSTEMS 

 

A LS is a system that was built in the past and it is vital for the good functioning of the 

company that is using it.  A LS was completed before the rise of modern software 

technologies, thus it has been preserved to fit the evolving requirements.  LSs are normally 

kept due to its crucial role in handling business processes for the company; however they 

generate a very high economic cost that may not be defensible. Deciding what to do with a 
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LS entails planning and therefore some type of analysis of the system characteristics should 

be carried out (Ransom et al. 1998). 

 

Seacord (2003) argues that companies need to make changes to software due to several 

reasons, such as maintainability, extensibility, fix a bug, etc. This means that the bigger it is 

the piece of software, the more difficult and expensive to carry out and it agrees with 

Lehman’s first law: “A large program that is used undergoes continuing change or becomes 

progressively less useful” (Belady and Leman 1985). 

 

According to Seacord et al. (2003) the reasons to change software can be classified in the 

following categories: 

 

 Perfective:  Improve the product 

 Corrective: repair the product 

 Adaptive: Keep up with the environment 

 Preventive: Improve maintainability and reliability 

 

One of the reasons of developing a new IT system lies on the Preventive and the Adaptive 

category. Preventive because the new software will allow Newtir to have less dependency 

on who maintains the code and it also be more cost-effective. Adaptive because the 

business processes demand the use of new technologies as the generation of PDF files for 

reports and Invoices. 

 

Computer systems evolve constantly throughout their lifespan, whether it is a slight change 

such as extra simple functionality or the full reengineering of the system. However, the 

system will eventually have to be replaced since the modernisation or implementation of the 

system will require more endeavour and consumption of time than the maintenance needed 

(Seacord et al. 2003). 

 

According to Seacord et al. (2003) the evolutionary activities (Table 9) of LS are the 

following: 
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Type Description 

Maintenance 

It entails the process of incrementing and iterating the LS by applying 

minor changes.  These changes could be correct errors or add some 

capabilities that would not affect the general framework.   

 

Modernization 

Distinguishing between Black-box and white Modernization.  While 

the white-box modernization is in need of the comprehension of the 

code framework, black-box modernization only is in need of the 

inspection of inputs and outputs of the LS in order to perceive the 

functioning of the user interface.  

 

Replacement 

Which consists in redoing the LC again. This option is the most 

suitable when the LCs are not able to satisfy the needs of the 

company anymore, when modernization is not feasible or it is too 

expensive.   

 

Table 9. Evolutionary Activities of LSs (Seacord et al. 2003) 

 

 

Bisbal and Lawless (1999) suggest that there are generally three possible approaches 

(Table 10) to LSs: 

 

Redevelopment 

Consist of redeveloping the system completely by utilising new 

hardware and an updated framework, tools and database systems. 

This solution accepts that changing to the new system should be as 

ordered as possible in the company. Nevertheless, how to carry out 

this transition is not something distinct. In addition, a company could 

find that after going through a costly and disrupting process that the 

redeveloped system that does exactly the same as the LS and 

therefore it does not meets its requirements 

Wrapping 

Since the redevelopment could entail a good number of risks, 

companies look for safer ways to cope with LSs. Wrapping entails to 

wrap the current data, systems, interfaces, etc. with new interfaces. 

The surrounded new constituent will work as a mediator that carries 
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out some functionality. 

Migration 

In the event that the two previous solutions are inappropriate moving 

to a new environment can be the best option. Migration is a far more 

complicated alternative than wrapping, however the advantages are 

also greater. Migration provides advantages such as uncomplicated 

maintenance and less cost. 

Table 10. Approaches to LSs (Bisbal and Lawless, 1999) 

 

 

4.4 LEGACY SYSTEMS AND THIS PROJECT 

 

Choosing the appropriate evolutionary activity when needed it is an important decision.  

Companies that depend on legacy systems short of economic resources, have to make the 

most of their investment. In order to choose correctly, enterprises have to evaluate their 

legacy systems, and be aware of the consequences that each possibility entails (Seacord et 

al. 2003). 

 

Considering how expensive the process of redevelopment, wrapping and migration can be 

for a legacy system, it would be good practice to understand the system that will be 

maintained in order to mitigate the possible risk that a task of this magnitude entails. 

 

According to maintainability research carried out, fifty to ninety per cent of software 

maintainability needs an understanding of the application that needs to be maintained (Tilley 

and Smith 1995). In order to understand the system a black-box analysis will be carried out 

as Seacord et al. (2003) suggests for modernisation.  

 

Then, it has been decided to carry out the Replacement (explained in Table 9) or Migration 

(explained in Table 10) Bisbal and Lawless 1999 of the LS as the most suitable option for 

the success of this project and the benefit of the client. 

 

The main reasons why it has been decided to perform the Replacement or Migration 

approach are the following: 
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1 – Stop the dependency on the current software company. This project allows NewTir to 

have all the development documentation. Therefore, it will be easier to find an engineer to 

extend the application functionality in case that it is needed. 

 

2 – Newtir uses a huge program that was developed to satisfy the needs of large standard 

business companies whose activity is related to transport. This means that most of the 

functionality that it contains is not used or not needed. For this reason, a custom application 

would be more efficient, as well as being easier and cheaper to maintain. 

 

3- Developing a new system that makes use of more modern and widespread technologies 

allows better modularity, extensibility and maintainability. Moreover, it is simpler to find 

developers that will offer these services at a competitive price. 

 

4- Newtir is a very small company founded recently, thus the data migration problem does 

not exist. 
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5 TECHNOLOGY USED 

 

This chapter explains which technology has been used and why as well as the considered 

alternatives. 

 

5.1 MYSQL 

 

MySQL is one of the most important Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) 

at present. The main characteristics (Table 11) that make it so popular are: 

 

Advantage Descriptions 

It is Cost-effective 

This means that it can be used free by 

organisations. Developers are free to build Free 

MySQL Database.  

 

It allows Cross Platform Operability 

This is one of the main reasons why MySQL is so 

demanded. It can be set up in any operative system, 

Linux, Windows, Solaris, etc. exhibiting a steady 

performance. 

 

Performance 
It is very quick, effective and easy to use. 

 

Security 

All data is encrypted, making very hard unauthorised 

access. 

 

Table 11. Advantages of MySQL Database System (Wilkins 2014) 

 

There also are free program suites for its management, as the MySQL workbench. 

Furthermore, MySQL shares a very important part of the DBMS market (Figure 3). This 

ensures access to many developers in the event that maintainability and extensibility is 

required by Newtir. 
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Figure 3. Database Market Share in 2007 (Mysql  2008) 

 

 

5.2 JAVA 

 

The main advantage of Java is its independence from the platform. This means that when 

programming in Java, there is no need to know in advance the device or the operating 

system where the application will be run. The is a significant benefit, especially considering 

that there are millions of heterogeneous devices are connected with each other through the 

Internet and they all can execute the same code written in Java (Tyma 1998). 

 

In addition to this, Java has a huge open source community. This community is responsible 

for a great number of API’s that have become standard (Bevin 2013). 
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Also available are plug-ins for the Eclipse IDE, Window Builder and BIRT. Window Builder 

enables Java graphical user interface construction through a visual editor, which facilitates 

GUI design. The time saved can be used to implement the appropriate functionality and test 

the application.  BIRT is a plugin used to generate reports. It provides the necessary tools to 

design any kind of document that is going to contain information of external data sources 

such as databases. An API can be used to interact with JAVA classes and generate dynamic 

documents. The generated documents can be saved as PDF or other formats.  The Eclipse 

perpesctive that Birt uses can be found in Appendix O.  

 

Apart from these advantages that Java provides, there are two other solid explanations why 

to use Java in this project: 

 JAVA fits perfectly for the purpose of this project, the development of a desktop application 

to manage Newtir business processes.  

 As explained in the risk plan, using Java avoided the high risk for the project that entails 

developing with an unfamiliar technology. 

 

5.3 OTHER TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERED 

 

It was considered to build a Website instead of a Desktop and as a result all the 

technologies for it. HTML, CSS, JavaScript for the front-end and PHP and MySQL for the 

back-end. However after a meeting with the client, this option was ruled out.  

 

Newtir has already a website and some new functionality could be implemented in the near 

future for its Clients running on the new Database. 

 

In addition C-Sharp and Object-oriented databases were considered to build Newtir 

Business Application. However, the idea was rejected to believe it a risk for the project 

(Appendix H.Table 49. Development Technology Risk).    
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6 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

 

This chapter presents how the System Development Life Cycle was approached. The 

methods and techniques carried out in every stage and the consideration of other 

alternatives. 

 

6.1 ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM AND REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION ANALYSIS 

 

Boehm (1981) suggests that an error detected in the operation phase can cost 100 times 

more than one found in the analysis phase. This is in itself a solid argument to take the 

requirements elicitation very seriously.  

 

One of the essential ways to capture requirements is consulting the client. Stakeholders will 

unveil requirements. Therefore, listening of what they say and or what they do not say in 

order to understand what are their goals are for the system is crucial for requirements 

elicitation(Robertson and Robertson 2006). 

 

Pressman (2004) suggests that one person project that has simple and direct requirements 

may not need more communication than talking through the phone with the client. Thus, the 

task of client consultation would consist of the following:  

 Making contact with the stakeholder 

 Discussing requirements and take notes 

 Organising notes into a brief written statement of requirements 

 E-mailing the stakeholder for review and approval. 

 

This basic process was followed in order to capture the main requirements in the analysis 

initial stage. The main analysis technique used is Stakeholder Structure Interviews. 

 

In order to carry out structured interviews, it is necessary that the requirements engineer has 

communication skills that lead to a good understanding of the real requirements. It is more a 

social interaction task rather than a technical aspect of the development. For this reason, it is 

essential to make the necessary arrangements before performing the interview with the 

stakeholder, so that everything is well understood (Hull et al. 2011). 
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A typical misunderstanding when it comes to gathering requirements is that this process 

should take place 100% at the beginning and once finished give way to the design stage. 

This could be true some times. In hard approach methodology as waterfall it is common to 

sign a formal contract with a full requirements specification. However, in the event of 

awareness of the general framework, the building can start prior to the requirement obtaining 

(Robertson and Robertson 2006). 

 

Therefore, this can apply in this project at the beginning where main requirements are 

elicited. However, having chosen RAD as methodology allowed gathering requirements in 

the design phase as well. The user is involved during this stage of the development and 

some other requirements may arise during this process. 

 

Newtir old system leaves a collection of graphical user interface screens that can be used to 

identify the requirements by analysis of their black-box behaviour. Although, the Newtir 

Project is a replacement for the LS, it is considered that this technique is appropriate for this 

purpose. “Black-box modernization involves examining the inputs and outputs of a LS, within 

an operating context, to understand the system interfaces” (Seacord et al, Chapter 1.4)3. 

 

Consequently, these two methods were followed in order to analyse the problem and elicit 

the requirements. The client went through a series of interviews while looking into the old 

system screens. These highlighted what the client required from the new system, which old 

features were unnecessary and which ones needed to stay. In addition, new capabilities the 

client desired were found. 

 

An informal interview carried out with a professional database designer revealed that this 

was the procedure that a professional in the industry would follow in order to solve a problem 

of similar dimensions. Therefore, it is believed that the combination of these two techniques 

seemed to be appropriate for requirement elicitation and as a result, it will produce a 

successful analysis of the problem.    

 

The method used to classify the requirements has been and adaptation of the Volere 

Template (Figure 4).  Robertson and Robertson (2006) suggest that it is advisable and 

practical to write down the requirements. For this purpose, the Volere template is a good 

                                                
3 Seacord et al. book is in .chm file format. It has no page numeration. 
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way to reflect the capabilities of a requirement. This does not mean that the requirements 

are meant to be written fully before building the software, but rather work as a guidance that 

contains all the main details of a requirement. Detailed Requirements can be found in 

Appendix B. 

 

 

Figure 4.Volere Template (Robertson and Robertson 2006) 
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6.2 ARTEFACT DESIGN 

 

6.2.1 Database 

 

Entity modelling is one of the possible approaches to deal with data. It is possible to find the 

necessary information by carrying out various types of techniques such as interviews of the 

users in order to detect the key entities. Client, provider, item are the classic type of entities 

that can be found during this analysis. Then a graphical model can be expressed showing 

the relationships that were detected between the entities (Avison and Fitzgerald 2006). 

 

Beynon-Davies (1989, p.16) states that “databases and DBMSs are important for modern 

information systems development because they encourage the development of an integrated 

policy for organisational data”.  Relational database system (RDBS) is the model most 

popular at present to model real problems and manage data dynamically.   

 

The method chosen for the database design was the Top-down approach.  Beynon-Davies 

(1989) explains that when an organisation’s structure has many relationships among entities 

and many attributes, then it would be advisable to use the top-down approach rather the 

bottom-up since the latter works somewhat well in less complex situations, whereas the 

former works much better in pragmatic conditions.  

 

Therefore, an Entity Relational Diagram is built for the representation and subsequent 

construction of the SQL script. The Entity Relational Diagram design is captured from the 

structured interviews that took place during the main analysis stage as well as walkthroughs 

with the client on the LS screens. The analysis of the LS provided useful information for the 

ERD design.  

 

The design of a database is one of the most important tasks when it comes to building an IT 

system. If the design of the database is correct the system will work efficiently, whereas if it 

is a bad design, it is very likely that the system will produce many problems throughout its 

life-span. 
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The Entity-Relationship Diagram with Attributes and the Entity-Relationship Diagram with 

Relationship Role Names can be found in Appendix C and D respectively. The Database 

Table Scripts can be found in Appendix G. 

 

 

6.2.2 Class Diagram 

 

A class diagram is a type of static diagram that describes the structure of a system showing 

its classes and the relationship between them.  Class diagrams can be used during the 

design stage of the system, where the conceptual design of the information that the system 

will manage is created (Shalloway and Trott 2004). Therefore, the class diagram shows the 

architecture of the system and provides a wider picture of which elements are needed before 

the coding starts, such as classes and methods. 

 

The package most important of Newtir class diagram architecture is the database one where 

the strategy pattern has been implemented.  According to Shalloway and Trott (2004, 

Chapter 9)4 the strategy pattern “enables you to use different business rules or algorithms 

depending on the context in which they occur”. This idea will keep separated the front end 

from the database system, so for example if the client needed to change the database 

software for any reason, only one class would have to be modified in order to perform the 

mentioned portability.  

 

The signature of the methods needed is defined in the Interface DBinterface. The 

DatabaseMySQL Class contains the body of those methods with the characteristics of a 

MySQL database System. Last but not least, the DatabaseExtension class brings together 

static methods that will be used to handle the data that will be created, updated and deleted 

in the GUIs. Therefore, in the event that a new database system was needed, say Oracle, a 

new class called DatabaseOracle could be created implementing the methods from 

DBInterface (Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

                                                
4 Shalloway and Trott book is in .chm file format. It has no page numeration. 
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Figure 5.  Database Package (Personal Collection) 

 

 

Another important characteristic of the design is the use of Classes that create objects with 

the attributes of a table from the database. So for example, the class MyCountry creates 

objects from the database table Country. This makes it possible to separate the data layer 

from the system layer that works as a conceptual interface turning data into objects used by 

the system to handle it.  

 

For example, the method saveCountry(MyCountry) in DatabaseExtension pass a 

MyCountry object as a parameter that would correspond the attributes of the table Country in 

the database. The attributes in MyCountry would be set using the data entered in the text 

field in the Country GUI.   

 

This approach tries to solve the Object-Relational Impedance Mismatch. Burzańska et al. 

(2012, p.359) defines it as “the mismatch of the data models - there is no single common 

data model to express the differences between programming entities and the relational 

model”. 

 

The Class Diagrams can be found in Appendix E. 

 

6.2.3 Prototyping 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, prototyping was used as part of RAD. 

 

For every iteration, a prototype of the graphical user interface was designed and showed to 

the client for its acceptance. The GUI was refined or modified according to the feedback.  
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Then, a prototype was built in the first iteration, containing most of the usability 

requirements. The client confirmed that the requirements were met and provided feedback. 

Furthermore, missing requirements could also be unveiled in this stage. The prototype was 

then completed. These was also done in the consequent iterations  

 

Prototypes are generally used in software development to acquire information from the user 

about the system’s desired functioning. Once the user has given the feedback, this 

information is used to update the requirements and modify the prototype until there is a final 

version of that part of the system.  Prototypes are very useful to explore specific issues or 

aspects of the design and implementation (O'Neill 1993).  

 

O'Neill (1993) describes the types of prototypes and its purpose: 

 Demonstration 

 Requirements 

 Specification 

 Research 

 

The type relevant for this project is requirements and specification prototype.  The former 

was used to refine the requirements where they are not clear and gather more that were not 

considered in the main requirement elicitation stage. The latter was used to involve the user 

more in the consequent iterations and as a result generate a positive impact on the final 

system as well as discovering defects in the analysis (O'Neill 1993).  

 

According to O'Neill (1993) some of the benefits that prototyping will provide to this project 

are: 

 Verification of design 

 Clarification of requirements 

 Exploration of options 

 Gaining user commitment 

 

Screen designs and prototypes can be found in Appendix L. 
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6.2.4 Other Design Considered 

 

It was considered to embed SQL statements directly in the Java Classes screens that 

comprise the application graphical user interface. This is a legitimate procedure that is used 

in many websites built with PHP. However, it was believed that building an object interface 

would be more consistent with the Encapsulation principle of object-oriented programming. 

 

It was also considered to use a Data Flow Diagram could have helped to analyse the 

businesses processes. However, it was considered the black-box analysis of the LS gave 

enough accurate information to build the new application and time was a precious resource. 
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7 ARTEFACT TESTING PLAN 

 

This chapter presents the techniques and tools used to evaluate the artefact to ensure that it 

meets the requirements as well as ensuring quality and appropriate functioning in order to 

deliver it with the lowest number of errors. 

 

7.1 DYNAMIC TESTING 

 

According to Black et al (2008 p.10) it is impossible to test 100% a program in a reasonable 

period of time “Exhaustive testing is impossible: Testing everything (all combinations of 

inputs and preconditions) is not feasible except for trivial cases. Instead of exhaustive 

testing, we use risks and priorities to focus testing efforts.” Therefore, time and effort had to 

be managed wisely in order to find the greatest number of bugs in the period of time 

allocated for testing. 

 

This project has very clear requirements specifications that were tested using black-box 

testing. Thus the use of white-box testing was considered unnecessary. The main testing 

method used was Equivalence partitioning combined with Boundary Value Analysis. By 

determining a valid range of input values and the respective invalid ones, a lot of time and 

effort can be saved as Badgett et al (2012, p.50) explains “if one test case in an equivalence 

class detects an error, all other test cases in the equivalence class would be expected to find 

the same error.” 

 

BVA involves choosing values on the boundaries of equivalence classes, such as the ones 

that gather in the equality and relational operators, for example “<” instead of “=<” (Falk et al. 

1993). These are more likely to uncover errors than other values within the partitions. 

 

Moreover, Error guessing was used to complement the aforementioned techniques. Error 

guessing can be very effective as a complement to more formal techniques. It makes use of 

the experience of the tester to look for common mistakes made by developers and specific 

places where the system may fail (Black et al. 2008). 
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As explained above exhaustive testing is impossible, it is also impossible to deliver the 

artefact with complete absence of errors. Yourdon (1995) argues that for some type of 

projects a delivery in time is more important than the number of errors in the program. For 

example, nobody wants to be on a plane in which some parts of the system are likely to fail. 

However, the only harm that a word processor that crashes from time to time would cause is 

the nuisance to reboot it when it happens. 

 

The latter is the case of Newtir. There could exist the presence of certain bugs that in the 

unlikely event of happening may cause the application crash. Thus it is more important to 

deliver something tangible in time for the purpose of this project. Having said that, the main 

aim is to deliver an error-free application. 

 

The full test plan can be found in Appendix K. 

 

7.2 STATIC TESTING 

 

Static code analysis was used thanks via a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE called FindBugs. 

Ayewah et al (2008) explain that Static code analysis tools focused on analysing the code in 

the search of coding mistakes or bad programming practices. It is a very effective tool that 

can detect where there are null-pointers or unused variables. For example, Google 

introduced the use of FindBugs in its projects to increment the quality of the developments.  

 

FindBugs Eclipse Perspective can be found in Appendix N. 

 

7.3 USABILITY TESTING 

 

Usability can be assessed by interviewing the users, from which their opinion and 

preferences about the system usability can be found. In addition, other techniques such as 

questionnaires could be utilised in order to investigate user satisfaction with regard to 

usability dimensions such as learnability (Nielsen 1993).  
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In order to achieve the Usability required, an interview was carried out with the client at the 

requirements elicitation stage. The usability is tested against the requirements. The detailed 

usability requirements (ID US01) can be found in Appendix B, Table 43 

 

A usability questionnaire was given to the users in order to examine their level of satisfaction 

when using the system. Only two users completed the usability questionnaire because the 

user group is very specific due to the custom nature of the software. 

 

 The questionnaire and the results can be found in Appendix F. 
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8 PROJECT EVALUATION 

 

8.1 REQUIREMENTS EVALUATION 

 

Table 12 shows which requirements have been completed. All of the “Must” requirements 

have been fulfilled as well as the “Should” and most of the “Would”. The detailed 

requirements can be found in Appendix B. 

 

# Requirement ID Result MoSCoW 

1 FR1 – FR15 Completed Must 

2 FR16 Completed Should 

3 FR17 Completed Would 

4 FR18 Not completed Would 

5 S01 Not completed Would 

6 P01 Completed  Must 

7 C01 Not Completed Would 

8 C02 Not Completed Would 

9 US01 Completed Must 

10 US02 Completed Would 

Table 12.  Requirements Completed (Personal Collection) 

 

 

The vital Must functional requirements FR1 to FR15, which are the ones that comprise the 

core of the application have been completed. Essentially, the reason for being of the 

application. 

 

US01 requirement that refers to all the features that allow the user utilise the application only 

with the keyboard has been completed too. This requirement was essential for the client and 

it was emphasized to give it priority over others. 
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FR16 has been partially completed. This requirement gives to the application the capacity to 

generate PDF files and provides Newtir with a vital feature of modern time technology. Due 

to the time constraint, only the transport list report was implemented. However, the 

completion of this requirement adds an important feature that the LS did not have. Now that 

the technology used for it has been learnt, it will be easy and quick to produce the other two 

reports needed, namely one for invoices and one for custom shipment lists. A copy of a list 

of shipments generated by Newtir Business Application can be found in Appendix M. 

 

P01 has also been completed. The system can be used by multiple users from different 

computers as clients connecting to a server running MySQL. 

 

Berenbach et al. (2009, p.15) explains that “requirements creep can cause significant 

problems late in a project”. These problems include the increase of the project budget due to 

the alteration of the schedule.  

 

When the project is coming to an end and the users try the application, they demand that the 

system is not doing a specific operation or that a field is missed in the GUI. These are not 

really new features but requirements that were not gathered properly in the requirements 

elicitation stage. Therefore, the more that the project advances, the more “new features” will 

be discovered (Robertson and Robertson 2006).  

 

The structure interviews and the black-box analysis of the LS worked very well. Many of the 

requirements were detected in the interviews with the clients and the black-box analysis of 

the LS completed what was missed. Some minor missing functionality was detected in the 

coding stage at the beginning of each iteration that was quick to implement. However, some 

errors were found at the end of the iterations when tested by the client. These errors were 

very hard to fix as well as time-consuming. Therefore, the author would even be more 

thorough performing the requirement elicitation and design stage in the future. 

 

 

8.2 PLANNING EVALUATION 

 

The Gantt chart helped to show the foreseen time needed for every task and the 

dependencies existent between them allowing identifying with other tasks could be started.  
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It also allowed seeing the big picture of what was needed, something very helpful at the 

beginning of the project. However, it became a bit confusing when the modifications started.  

The Gantt chart modified can be found in Appendix J. 

 

The progress weekly diary helped to keep track of the progression of every task; very useful 

if, for example, it is needed to find when a specific task was carried out. It also provided 

evidence of any adversity that could arise. It can be found in Appendix Q. 

 

The Risk Management Plan helped to avoid and prevent from happening all of the risks but 

one. The illness risk caused an extension request for the project accomplishment. However, 

the project was nearly cancelled. If this had been a formal project were economical 

transactions between the developer and Newtir had taken place, the situation could have 

resulted in a lawsuit from Newtir for breach of contract. The developer could obtain an 

insurance for the coverage of the liability in order to avoid this risk. It can be found in 

Appendix H. 

 

 

8.3 METHODOLOGY EVALUATION 

 

It is not possible to state that there are methods better than others. There are many different 

techniques and methods that can be suitable for specific kind of systems. Although, all the 

software development projects should be lead on professional standards. Therefore, 

different types of project require different approaches. For example, a computer game 

should be built using prototypes, while a critical system such as the flight control of an 

aeroplane should be carried out with a full in-depth analysis of the specification (Sommerville 

2011). 

 

RAD worked well for this project.  It has been found easy to follow. Most of the requirements 

were captured at the elicitation stage and some missing ones were captured at the 

beginning of each iteration due to the client involvement.   In addition, just few where 

discovered at the end of each iteration. The discovery of these requirements caused the loss 

of very valuable time since it is hard to fix or include something after the coding stage. As a 

result a very high level of programming skills is required in order to use RAD. However, the 

feature creep problem could have arisen with any other methodology.  
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In conclusion, there is not a methodology that fits one hundred per cent perfectly every 

project. All of them have advantages and disadvantages. However, it is possible to find one 

that covers the biggest number of needs of the project and the stakeholder. Experienced 

engineers recommend to use a methodology as a base, while taking some other useful 

aspects from others in order to combine them and create a hybrid that will be more suitable 

for the specific project, especially when is a one-person project. 

 

It is considered that the use of a process was entirely beneficial as Jalote (2002) supports 

“Processes represent collective knowledge. Using them increases your chances of success.” 

For this reason, it was found appropriate to use a methodology and the author would adopt it 

again for the next project achievement. 

 

 

8.4 TEST PLAN EVALUATION 

 

The test plan was conducted with the utmost rigor and formality.  Test cases were carried 

out at the end of each iteration against the requirements. The techniques used were found to 

be very effective, namely Equivalence Partitioning and Boundary Value Analysis. 

Furthermore, some other test cases that were carried out derived from Error Guessing, such 

as entering a string too long in the text fields. A total of 670 test cases (Table 13) were 

carried out and 65 five errors were found, they all fixed. The average rate of bugs found in 

the applications was 10.86%. 

 

It is believed that the test plan worked well for the level of robustness achieved in the 

application. Furthermore, the errors known that were going to be delivered with the 

application have been fixed as well. As far as it is known, the application is error-free.   

 

 

# 

Number 
of Test 
Cases 

Number 
of Errors 
Detected 

Errors 
Rate 

Feature       

Country 32 5 15.62 

Incoterm 32 6 18.75 

Payment 32 5 15.62 
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Tax 33 4 12.12 

Addressee 48 4 8.33 

Supplier 84 8 9.52 

Client 82 9 10.97 

Destination 49 2 4.08 

Shipment 115 7 6.08 

Add Items to Shipment 33 3 9.09 

Transport 88 7 7.95 

Add Shipment to 
Transport 41 5 12.19 

Total 670 65 10.86 

Table 13.  Dynamic Testing Results (Personal Collection) 

 

 

8.5 COMMUNICATION WITH THE CLIENT 

 

The communication with the client was acceptable, despite the geographical location issue. 

Skype was used to carry out interviews and consult doubts when dynamic communication 

was needed. Google docs was used to leave notes while carrying out the interviews. It was 

found very effective because both the interviewer and the interviewee were able to modify 

the document at the same time (Meyer 2008). 

 

Google drive was used to share and store documents with the client, such as prototype 

screen and the prototype iterations that had to be checked by the client. Then, the client left 

his impressions and feedback in google docs so that it could be taken into account. This 

technology did not exist when Meyer (2008) wrote his paper. 

 

The overall experience performing a distributed development was positive. However, it was 

missed some times to meet the client in person, especially for checking the prototype 

iterations together, that would have avoided some misunderstandings. 
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8.6 OBJECTIVES EVALUATION 

 

All the objectives where successfully fulfilled. The following table shows the Chapters where 

the success criteria were met. 

 

Objective Completed Success Criteria Location 

1 - Manage and administer time and resources 

following a management plan. 

 

 Chapter 8.2. Planning evaluation. 

2 - Choose an appropriate software 

development methodology and follow it. 

 

Chapter 8.3. Methodology evaluation. 

3 - Working with a real client that will prepare 

me to understand and solve the problems that 

it entails 

 

Chapter 8.5. Communication with the 

client and Chapter 8.1. Requirements 

evaluation. 

4 - Research on LS in order to understand: 

- What they are 
- Types 
- Problems they involve 
- Which are the possible solutions 

 

Chapter 4. Legacy systems. 

5 - Learn how to deal with distributed software 

development since the client is in another 

country. Internet communication tools will be 

used for this purpose. 

 

Chapter 8.5. Communication with the 

client. 

6 - Apply systematically the appropriate 

techniques in the stages of a software 

development project as a software engineer 

 

Chapter 6.Implementation process. 

7 - Evaluate and assess the artefact outcome.  

 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 

8 - Develop a desktop application that will 

substitute Newtir current LS. 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 
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9 - Save a big amount of money in the 

maintenance of the LS. 

 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 

10 - Stop the dependency on the company that 

developed the LS and on an out of date 

technology that is hard and very expensive to 

maintain and extend 

 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 

11 – Add new capabilities required by modern 

times such as the capacity of saving reports in 

digital format, namely PDF,that will allow the 

user to send them by email. 

 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 

12 - Achieve a high level of robustness of the 

artefact. 

 

Chapter 8.4 Testing Evaluation. 

13 – User Manual to allow users to learn and 

understand the artefact. 

Chapter 8.1. Requirements Evaluation. 

Table 14. List of Objectives Completed (Personal Collection) 
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9 FUTURE WORK 

 

Future work was considered at the beginning of this work due to the project magnitude and it 

was agreed with the client to accomplish the uncompleted essential work if necessary. 

 

Requirement FR17, Table 35 in Appendix B, was partially completed, namely a feature to 

generate a list of shipments contained in a transport. Only one out of three of the documents 

needed to be produced by the system were achieved. Nevertheless, the other two will be 

finished. One is a feature to generate Invoices. The other is a feature to produce custom lists 

of shipments and transports. 

 

Requirement S01, Figure 37 in Appendix B, will be completed as well. It is advisable to 

develop a login feature to allow only authorised users to access to the application. This 

feature will also allow each user to configure the connection to MySQL server from their 

computer.  

 

Other features related with the usability can be implemented to polish the application such 

as giving the option to the user to choose the save path for the PDF files and a warning 

screen that informs the user about the progress of the PDF generation. 

 

Other important aspects of the related future work lies in the investigation of LS’s. Newtir is 

not an isolated case. There are many organisations that are in the same circumstances. LS’s 

are widespread over the companies. This project has given the developer a good 

understanding of LS’s and the possible solutions. The prospect of finding a job due to these 

skills earned could be embodied in two of the following possibilities: 

 Work directly with small companies that are in the same situation. 

 Join a company that offers solutions to LS problems. 

 

In addition, this project has helped the developer to improve his skills as software engineer. 

A better understanding been acquired of the process of eliciting requirements, design 

patterns to solve common software architecture problems, and the testing phase to deliver a 

robust and reliable piece of software. These skills will help the developer to find a job in any 

of these areas. 
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10 CONCLUSION 

 

The present dissertation has looked into what LSs are, the types that exist depending on 

how they affect an organization, the problems that they entail and the possible approaches 

to solving them. Newtir needed to modernise its information system and this investigation 

has helped to conclude that a migration or replacement of the system was the most 

appropriate option.  

 

Wrapping the LS (Table 10 in Chapter 4.3) by building a new GUI for the current system 

extending the functionality with a modern technology was suggested to the client but it 

involved working on an obsolete database system. The redevelopment (Table 10 in Chapter 

4.3) of the LS shared with the Wrapping this issue and also entailed having access to the 

source code, something that was not possible (Bisbal and Lawless 1999). Both approaches 

were found to be too complex to carry out and that would have risked the success of this 

project. Newtir is also a small company that needed an information system that was simple 

but effective. In addition, the time constraint of the project required feasible objectives to fulfil 

and these approaches would have required far more time of investigation as well as the 

learning of obsolete technology. This would have resulted in significant risks to the success 

of the project.   

 

Opting for the Migration approach was the most appropriate decision in this context, the 

client has a system now that meets the requirements and uses spread technology, easy and 

cheap to maintain and extend. Moreover, their wishes to build a website in the future that 

runs on the MySQL database is easy to achieve now.  

 

In addition, the client needed to stop being dependent on the old technology. This leads to 

reflection on what working with a real client entails. It ties the characteristics and functions of 

the artefact that have to be produced to what the customer requires, even though as 

engineer what the client requires may not seem to be the best solution. For example, 

aspects of the usability could have been done in a different way.   

 

However, the client was very reluctant to change some habits inherited from the LS. 

Therefore, it was sometimes difficult to agree to adopt a way to perform a specific task. It 

was decided that the client’s desires should prevail over the engineer opinion as long as the 
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latter knew that the feature demanded was possible to implement and would not impede the 

good functioning of the artefact. 

 

Another lesson learned was that is not enough to have good technical skills such as 

software architecture and programming knowledge in order to build the desired product by 

the client. It is essential to learn how to collect the information needed for the analysis from 

the client, and is important to listen carefully in order to understand what the demands were 

in order to avoid requirements creep that wastes resources. 

 

It has also been possible to put into practice a systematic approach to software engineering 

which is the main purpose of a software engineering student project. Therefore it has been 

possible to learn and understand both the complexity and the high level of abstraction 

needed to implement the different stages of the development, namely the analysis, design 

and testing.    

 

Software Engineering defines methods to build complex systems. These methods are 

techniques clearly defined and used for a group of professionals that cooperate with each 

other to produce software of quality. This implies that the Software Engineering approach is 

not personal. In modern times the majority of software systems have a relatively high level of 

complexity. The importance of the software engineering approach can be summarised in the 

following statement:  “We all want to build software that makes things better, avoiding the 

bad things that lurk in the shadow of failed efforts. To succeed, we need discipline when 

software is designed and built. We need an engineering approach” (Pressman 2004, p.XXV). 
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APPENDIX A - ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 

HEAVY WEIGHT AND LIGHT WEIGHT METHODOLOGIES 

HEAVYWEIGHT METHODOLOGIES 

 

Table 15. Heavyweight Methodologies Advantages (Khan et al. 2012) 

 

Table 16. Heavyweight Methodologies Disadvantages (Khan et al. 2012) 
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LIGHTWEIGHT METHODOLOGIES 

 

Table 17. Lightweight Methodologies Advantages (Khan et al. 2012) 

 

Table 18. Lightweight Methodologies Disadvantages (Khan et al. 2012) 
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APPENDIX B - DETAILED REQUIREMENTS 

 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 

ID FR01 

Type Functional 

Description The system shall allow users to add, update and delete client profiles 

Rationale The company needs to know who are its clients 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Name, Address, Postcode, Town, Province, Maturity, Comment 

(Two fields), Country code, Country name, Phone Number, Fax, Nif/Cif, 

Payment code, Payment Name, Tax, Email 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 19.  FR01 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR02 

Type Functional 

Description The system shall allow users to add, update and delete supplier 

profiles 

Rationale The company need to know who are its suppliers 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Name, Address, Postcode, Town, Province, Maturity, Country 

code, Country name, Phone Number, Fax, Nif/Cif, Payment code, 

Payment Name, Tax, Email 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 20.  FR02 (Personal Collection) 
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ID FR03 

Type Functional 

Description The system shall allow users to add, update and delete addressee 

profiles 

Rationale The company needs to know who are the addressees of a shipment 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Name, Address, Postcode, Town, Province, Country Code, 

Country Name, Phone Number, Fax, Nif/Cif, Contact, Email 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 21.  FR03 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR04 

Type Functional 

Description The system shall allow users to add, update and delete VAT types 

Rationale The company needs to know which type of VAT is associated to a 

determined shipment.  

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Description, Tax Rate 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 22.  FR04 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR05 

Type Functional 

Description The system shall allow users to add, update an delete payment 

methods 

Rationale The company needs to know how the way that a specific transaction 
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will be paid 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Payment Name 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 23.  FR05 (Personal Collection) 

ID FR06 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and delete shipment town 

destinations 

Rationale The company would need to know which town a shipment has been 

sent 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Town Name, Country Code, Country Name 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 24.  FR05 (Personal Collection) 

ID FR07 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and delete country 

destinations 

Rationale The company needs to know which country a shipment has been sent 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Country Name 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 25.  FR07 (Personal Collection) 
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ID FR08 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and delete Incoterms 

Rationale The company needs to know shipment transportation type 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Incoterm Name 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 26.  FR08 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR09 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and delete goods 

Rationale The company sorts goods by type and some are more expensive to 

send than others 

MoSCoW Would 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Name, Measure unit 

Comment This could be created as a simple text field on the Shipment database 

table rather than a table itself 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Save, Remove, Reset 

Table 27.  FR09 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR10 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and delete shipments 

Rationale The company revenues originate in organizing its clients goods and be 
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shipped to its destination. 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Client code, Client Name, Addressee code, Addressee Name, 

Invoice No., R. Date, Destination Code, Destination Name, D.Date, 

Currency, Kilos, Volume, Incoterm Code, Incoterm Name. 

Buttons: Remove, Add Items,  Exit, Reset, Save 

Additional 

Comments 

A shipment can be searched by client or by addressee. 

The user will launch functionality FR11 by pressing F8 or the “Add 

Item” button. 

Table 28.  FR10 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR11 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and remove items and 

expenditure to a shipment 

Rationale A shipment could consist of a group of various types of goods, such as 

shoes and fabric 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Goods: Code, Description, Measure, Units, Amount, Packages. In 

addition, a table will display the goods attached 

Expenditure: Code, Description, Tax, Price. . In addition, a table will 

display the expenditure attached 

 

Additional 

Comments 

Pressing F1 will focus the code field in goods. 

Pressing F2 will focus the code field in expenditure. 

The field tax will be populated automatically with the tax type that the 

client has assigned.  

Table 29.  FR11 (Personal Collection) 
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ID FR12 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to create, update and remove lorries for 

transport 

Rationale A lorry will carry the shipments created previously 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Code, Lorry, Departure, Destination Code, Destination Name, 

Comments, Supplier, Line , agent 

Table 30.  FR12 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR13 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to add, update and remove shipments to 

transport 

Rationale The shipments are carried in Transports 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Transport, Departure, Line, Add Shipment. 

Additional 

Comments 

Table fields: Shipment, Client, Addressee, Packages, Measure, 

Volume 

F9 PDF Reports - A button for generating Reports 

Table 31.  FR13 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR14 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to search records 

Rationale Users need to find a determined record quickly. For example, find a 
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specific customer 

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Press enter on the search bar to release the results 

Buttons: Search, Esc, Exit 

 

Additional 

Comments 

Shipments will be searched by client or addressee 

The rest of the database items will be searched by name 

Table 32.  FR14 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR15 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to display the results of a search 

Rationale Users need to see the results of a search. For example, the number of 

records in the client table that contains a specific string  

MoSCoW Must 

Fields required 

in GUI 

Fields: Select field, where the record id is selected to populate the 

corresponding fields on the related screen 

Buttons: Escape, Enter, Print 

Table 33.  FR15 (Personal Collection) 

 

 

ID FR16 

Type Functional 

Description The system will display and print the search results 

Rationale Users need to see which are the search results 

MoSCoW Should 
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Fields required 

in GUI 

Text field to choose Record ID. When IDchosen the corresponding 

screen will be populated with the record data. For example, When the 

results correspond to the country screen, the code and name populated 

with 1 and Spain respectively if one is chosen. 

Buttons: Esc Exit, Enter, F10 Print 

 

 

Table 34.  FR16 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR17 

Type Functional 

Description The system will allow users to generate PDF file for reports and 

invoices 

Rationale The company needs the use of new technologies. For example the 

user will be able to send reports and invoices by email attaching the 

PDF file. 

MoSCoW Should 

Table 35.  FR17 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID FR18 

Type Functional 

Description Data will be migrated from the Legacy System to the New System 

Rationale The company could make use of all the data gathered so far. 

MoSCoW Would 

Table 36.  FR18 (Personal Collection) 
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NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Security 

 

ID S01 

Type Non-Functional 

Description The system will store data in a secure way 

Rationale Stop from unauthorised access to data or the program 

MoSCoW Would 

Table 37.  S01 (Personal Collection) 

Performance 

 

ID P01 

Type Non-Functional 

Description The database will allow multiple users 

Rationale Multiple users will use the system at the same time 

MoSCoW Must 

Table 38.  P01 (Personal Collection) 

Configurability 

 

ID C01 

Type Non-Functional 

Description The system will allow both English and Spanish as languages 

Rationale Newtir is located in Spain 

MoSCoW Would 

Table 39.  C01 (Personal Collection) 
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ID C02 

Type Non-Functional 

Description The system will allow different colour skins 

Rationale User contentment  

MoSCoW Would 

Table 40.  C02 (Personal Collection) 

Usability 

ID US01 

Type Non-Functional 

Description The system will allow the user to control the GUI with the keyboard 

Rationale The client considers it is more efficient to use the keyboard to navigate 

through the GUI 

MoSCoW Must 

Table 41.  US01 (Personal Collection) 

 

ID US02 

Type Non-Functional 

Description A manual will explain the user how to use the system 

Rationale A manual would help to the users to learn how to use the system 

MoSCoW Would 

Table 42.  US02 (Personal Collection) 

Detailed description of implementation of US01 

ID Description 

US01.1 Navigation from text field to text field pressing enter shall be implemented 

US01.2 Pressing enter on a code text field shall populate the other fields linked to it 
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Table 43.  US01 Detailed Description (Personal Collection)

US01.3 In case that code does not exist, there will not be population and the cursor will 

move to the next text field 

US01.4 If code not entered, the system will assign one automatically when record is 

saved 

US01.5 Pressing Escape shall close the screen 

US01.6 A warning dialogue will come up If there is an error or incompatibility data issue 

on the text field where data is intended to be saved. 

US01.7 Name fields must not be empty in any screen in order to save a record, 

otherwise a warning dialogue will come up 

US01.8 A warning dialogue will come up if a record code is going to be overwritten 

US01.9 A warning dialogue will come up before removing a record 

US01.10 A warning dialogue will come up If there is an error or incompatibility data issue 

on the text field where data is intended to be saved. For example,  save a float 

in a integer data type text field 

US01.11 Pressing F5 on a code text field shall lead to open the search window 

US01.12 Pressing F5 on a non-code text field shall do nothing 

US01.13 Pressing F6 or Remove button to delete a record 

US01.14 Pressing F7 or Reset button to reset the text field 

US01.15 Pressing F4 or Save button to save a record 

US01.16 Cursor will request focus on the corresponding text field of the screen when the 

screen is called.  

US01.17 Current dates will be shown automatically by pressing F3 on a date field 

US01.18 A warning dialogue will come up if there is no database connection 

US01.19 A warning dialogue will come up when in item is saved 

US1.20 A warning dialogue will come up when a PDF is produced 
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APPENDIX C – ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM WITH ATTRIBUTES 

 

Figure 6. Entity-Relationship Diagram with Attributes 
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APPENDIX D - ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM WITH RELATIONSHIP ROLE NAMES 

 

Figure 7. Entity-Relationship Diagram with Role Names (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX E – CLASS DIAGRAM 

DATABASE PACKAGE 

 

 Figure 8.  Database Package (Personal Collection) 
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GUI PACKAGE 

 

Figure 9.  GUI Package (Personal Collection) 

 

ENUM PACKAGE 

 

 

Figure 10.  Enum Package (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX F - USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

Figure 11. Usability Questionnaire (Pearlman 2014) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

 

User 1 User 2 

 

q1=2 

q2=2 

q3=2 

q4=2 

q5=2 

q6=1 

q7=1 

q8=2 

q9=1 

q10=1 

q11=1 

q12=1 

q13=1 

q14=1 

q15=2 

q16=1 

q17=1 

q18=1 

q19=2 

 

q1=1 

q2=1 

q3=2 

q4=1 

q5=1 

q6=2 

q7=1 

q8=1 

q9=2 

q10=1 

q11=1 

q12=2 

q13=1 

q14=1 

q15=2 

q16=1 

q17=2 

q18=1 

q19=1 

Table 44. Questionnaire Results (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX G - DATABASE TABLE SCRIPTS 

 

CreateTable Country 

( 

CountryID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT CountryID PRIMARYKEY(CountryID) 

); 

 

CreateTable Payment 

( 

PaymentID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT PaymentID PRIMARYKEY(PaymentID) 

); 

 

CreateTable Incoterm 

( 

IncotermID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT IncotermID PRIMARYKEY(IncotermID) 

); 

 

CreateTable Tax 

( 

TaxID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR(200), 

tax smallint unsigned, 

CONSTRAINT TaxID PRIMARYKEY(TaxID) 

); 

 

CreateTable Addressee 

( 

AddresseeID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Addressee VARCHAR(200), 

Address VARCHAR(200), 

Postcode VARCHAR(200), 
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Town VARCHAR(200), 

Province VARCHAR(200), 

CountryID smallint unsigned, 

PhoneNumber VARCHAR(200), 

Fax VARCHAR(200), 

Nif VARCHAR(200), 

Contact VARCHAR(200), 

Email VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT AddresseeID PRIMARYKEY(AddresseeID), 

CONSTRAINT CountryID_Addressee FOREIGNKEY(CountryID)REFERENCES Country 

(CountryID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

CreateTable Supplier 

( 

SupplierID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Supplier VARCHAR(200), 

Address VARCHAR(200), 

Postcode VARCHAR(200), 

Town VARCHAR(200), 

Province VARCHAR(200), 

Maturity VARCHAR(200), 

CountryID smallint unsigned, 

PhoneNumber VARCHAR(200), 

Fax VARCHAR(200), 

Nif VARCHAR(200), 

PaymentID smallint unsigned, 

TaxID smallint unsigned, 

Email VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT SupplierID PRIMARYKEY(SupplierID), 

CONSTRAINT CountryID_Supplier FOREIGNKEY(CountryID)REFERENCES Country 

(CountryID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT PaymentID_Supplier FOREIGNKEY(PaymentID)REFERENCES Payment 

(PaymentID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT TaxID_Supplier FOREIGNKEY(TaxID)REFERENCES Tax 

(TaxID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

CreateTable Client 

( 
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ClientID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Client VARCHAR(200), 

Address VARCHAR(200), 

Postcode VARCHAR(200), 

Town VARCHAR(200), 

Province VARCHAR(200), 

Maturity VARCHAR(200), 

Comment1 VARCHAR(200), 

Comment2 VARCHAR(200), 

CountryID smallint unsigned, 

PhoneNumber VARCHAR(200), 

Fax VARCHAR(200), 

Nif VARCHAR(200), 

PaymentID smallint unsigned, 

TaxID smallint unsigned, 

Email VARCHAR(200), 

CONSTRAINT ClientID PRIMARYKEY(ClientID), 

CONSTRAINT CountryID_Client FOREIGNKEY(CountryID)REFERENCES Country 

(CountryID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT PaymentID_Client FOREIGNKEY(PaymentID)REFERENCES Payment 

(PaymentID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT TaxID_Client FOREIGNKEY(TaxID)REFERENCES Tax 

(TaxID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

CreateTable Destination 

( 

DestinationID smallint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

Name VARCHAR(200), 

CountryID smallint unsigned, 

CONSTRAINT DestinationID PRIMARYKEY(DestinationID), 

CONSTRAINT CountryID_Destination FOREIGNKEY(CountryID)REFERENCES Country 

(CountryID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

 

 

CreateTable Transport 

( 

TransportID VARCHAR(20)NOTNULL, 
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Lorry VARCHAR(200), 

Departure date, 

Agent VARCHAR(200), 

DestinationID smallint unsigned, 

SupplierID smallint unsigned, 

CountryID smallint unsigned, 

Comments varchar(2000), 

CONSTRAINT TransportID PRIMARYKEY(TransportID), 

CONSTRAINT DestinationID_Transport FOREIGNKEY(DestinationID)REFERENCES 

Destination (DestinationID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT SupplierID_Transport FOREIGNKEY(SupplierID)REFERENCES Supplier 

(SupplierID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT CountryID_Transport FOREIGNKEY(CountryID)REFERENCES Country 

(CountryID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

CreateTable Shipment 

( 

ShipmentID bigint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

ClientID smallint unsigned, 

AddresseeID smallint unsigned, 

Invoice VARCHAR(200), 

Rdate date, 

DestinationID smallint unsigned, 

Ddate date, 

Currency VARCHAR(200), 

Kilos float(2), 

Volume float(2), 

IncotermID smallint unsigned, 

Comment1  VARCHAR(400), 

Comment2 VARCHAR(400), 

TransportID VARCHAR(20), 

CONSTRAINT ShipmentID PRIMARYKEY(ShipmentID), 

CONSTRAINT ClientID_Shipment FOREIGNKEY(ClientID)REFERENCES Client 

(ClientID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT Addressee_Shipment FOREIGNKEY(AddresseeID)REFERENCES Addressee 

(AddresseeID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT DestinationID_Shipment FOREIGNKEY(DestinationID)REFERENCES 

Destination (DestinationID)ONDELETESETNULL, 

CONSTRAINT IncotermID_Shipment FOREIGNKEY(IncotermID)REFERENCES Incoterm 

(IncotermID)ONDELETESETNULL, 
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CONSTRAINT TransportID_Shipment FOREIGNKEY(TransportID)REFERENCES Transport 

(TransportID)ONDELETESETNULL 

); 

 

CreateTable Good 

( 

GoodID bigint  NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

code bigint unsigned NOTNULL, 

Description VARCHAR(200), 

Measure VARCHAR(200), 

Unit int unsigned, 

Amount FLOAT(2), 

Parcel int unsigned, 

ShipmentID bigint unsigned , 

CONSTRAINT GoodID PRIMARYKEY(GoodID), 

CONSTRAINT ShipmentID_Good FOREIGNKEY(ShipmentID)REFERENCES Shipment 

(ShipmentID)ONDELETECASCADE 

); 

 

CreateTable Expenditure 

( 

ExpenditureID bigint unsigned NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 

code bigint unsigned NOTNULL, 

Description VARCHAR(200), 

Tax smallint unsigned, 

Amount FLOAT(2) unsigned, 

ShipmentID bigint unsigned, 

CONSTRAINT ExpenditureID PRIMARYKEY(ExpenditureID), 

CONSTRAINT ShipmentID_Expenditure FOREIGNKEY(ShipmentID)REFERENCES Shipment 

(ShipmentID)ONDELETECASCADE 

); 
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APPENDIX H – RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

RISK LIKELIHOOD LEVELS AND RISK CONSEQUENCE LEVELS 

 

Risk Likelihood Score 

Low 1 

Medium 2 

High  3 

Table 45. Risk Likelihood Levels (Personal collection) 

 

Risk Consequence Score 

Very Low 1 

Low 2 

Medium 3 

High 4 

Very High 5 

Table 46. Risk Consequence Levels (Personal collection) 

 

Technical Risks 

 

Name: Losing Data In order to avoid this risk, it has been decided to set up 

storage data service on the cloud. The method chosen has 

been google drive.  

A copy of the project will be kept on my Laptop and a real 

time backup will be stored in the cloud.  

Risk: 2 * 5 = 10 

Alleviated with: Avoidance 

Table 47. Losing Data (Personal Collection) 

 

Name: Lose Track of the 

Coding 

It has been decided to set up a code repository in Google 

code in order to avoid this risk,. It is possible to have many 
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Risk: 2 * 5 = 10 versions of the same class. If for some reason something 

that worked is changed resulting in undesired problems, it is 

possible to restore from a list of previous versions of the 

same class. 

Alleviated with: Avoidance 

Table 48. Lose Track of the Coding (Personal Collection) 

Name: Development 

Technology 

It has been decided to use technologies which I am familiar 

with. Java and MySQL. Furthermore, Eclipse as Integrated 

Development Environment. 
Risk: 3 * 5 = 15 

Alleviated with: Avoidance 

Table 49.  Development Technology Risk (Personal Collection) 

Non-technical Risks 

 

Name: Over-Running 

Time Estimate 

It has been added 20% of time every week in case the time 

for the tasks has been underestimated. 

Risk: 3 * 4 = 12 

Alleviated with: 

Contingency 

Table 50. Over-Running Time Estimate (Personal Collection) 

Name: Artefact Magnitude 
Due to the magnitude of this project, there is a distinct 

chance to fail in delivering an application that meets the 

client needs and to fail in fulfilling the aims of academic work 

of the project. To avoid this, it was agreed with the client to 

leave low-priority requirements in the background and 

implement them after the completion of this project.  

Risk: 3 * 4 = 12 

Alleviated with: Avoidance 

Table 51. Artefact Magnitude (Personal Collection) 

Name: Illness 
I have been suffering unknown health problems before the 

beginning of this project. In order to mitigate this problem, the 

supervisor will be informed about this in case that I could 

need more time to finish it. 

Risk: 2*5 = 10 

Alleviated with: 

Contingency 

Table 52.  Illness (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX I - INITIAL GANTT CHART 

 

Figure 12. Initial Gantt Chart (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX J – GANTT CHART AT THE END OF THE PROJECT. 

 

Figure 13. Gantt Chart at the End of the Project (Personal Collection 
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APPENDIX K -TEST PLAN 

EQUIVALENCE PARTITIONING TABLE 

 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Country Screen         

Code field Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name field Any String - - - 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Payment Screen         

Code field Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name field Any String - - - 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Incoterm Screen         

Code field Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name field Any String - - - 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Tax Screen         

Code field Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name field Any String - - - 
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Tax Type field Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >=0 <0 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Addressee Screen         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name Any String - - - 

Address   Any String - - - 

Postcode Any String - - - 

Town Any String - - - 

Province Any String - - - 

Cod/country Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Phone Any String - - - 

Fax Any String - - - 

Nif Any String - - - 

Contact Any String - - - 

Email Any String - - - 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Supplier Screen         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name Any String -     

Address Any String -     

Postcode Any String -     
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Town Any String -     

Province Any String -     

Maturity Any String -     

Country Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Phone Any String -     

Fax Any String -     

Nif/Cif Any String -     

Payment Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Tax Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Email Any String -     

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Client Screen         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name Any String -     

Address Any String -     

Postcode Any String -     

Town Any String -     

Province Any String -     

Maturity Any String -     

Comment Any String -     

Country Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 
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Phone Any String -     

Fax Any String -     

Nif,Cif Any String -     

Payment Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Tax Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Email Any String -     

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Destination Screen         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Name Any String -     

Country Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Shipment Screen         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Client Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Addressee Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Invoice No Any String -     

R. Date Date format yyyy-MM-dd something else     

Destination Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

D.Date Date format yyyy-MM-dd Something else     

Currency Any String -     
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Kilos Positive Float  String, Negative float >0 <0 

Volume Positive Float  String, Negative float >0 <0 

Incoterm Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Comments Any String -     

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Add Items to Shipment Screen         

Goods Area         

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Description Any String -     

Measure Any String -     

Units Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Amount Positive Float String, Negative float >0 <0 

Packages Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Expenditure Area   -     

Code Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Description Any String -     

Tax Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Amount Positive Float String, Negative float >0 <0 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Transport Screen         

Code Any String -     
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Lorry Any String -     

Departure Date format yyyy-MM-dd Something else     

Agent Any String -     

Destination Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Supplier Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Line Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 

Comments Any String -     

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes Invalid Equivalence Classes Valid boundaries Invalid Boundaries 

Add Shipment to Transport         

Transport Any String -     

Add Shipment Positive Integer float, String, Negative Integer >0 <0 
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COUNTRY TEST CASES 

Country 
Window             

Test 
Case# Title 

Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

1 
Cursor on text field(tf) code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

2 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

3 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf 

Warning 
dialogue Fail 

Fixed. There 
was a logic 
mistake in 
enterData 

4 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding 
to that ID and cursor moves to 
next tf.  Expected Pass   

5 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,fff, -1, 
5.4 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

6 
Press F5 when focus on code tf to open 
search window   

search window "country 
search"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

7 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, country 
screen disposed       

  On Search screen           

8 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   
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9 if empty   all the table No results  Fail 

Fixed. There 
was a mistake 
in the query 

10 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Spain some results Expected Pass   

11 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

12 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, country 
screen enabled and focus on 
code tf Expected Pass   

  Report Screen           

13 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up expected Pass   

14 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 5 

Back and enable country screen. 
Fields populated with selected 
row expected Pass   

15 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message expected Pass   

16 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message 

No warning 
dialogue. 
Exception 
released Fail Fixed.  

17 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "country search screen", 
search screen enabled expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

18 tf code is empty or has an invalid code 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 error message expected Pass   

19 tf code with id not in the database 5000 error message expected Pass   
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20 tf code valid id 2 

Warning Dialog Screen comes up 
with two options and Country 
Screen disable expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

21 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country 
screen enabled expected Pass   

22 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, reset 
tf and cursor focus on Code tf expected Pass   

23 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset 
Name field 
not empty Fail Fixed.  

  Press F4 or Save button           

24 If Name is empty   Warning message expected Pass   

25 If Code empty and name not empty   
Item saved and code assigned 
automatically expected Pass   

26 
If code not empty and does not exist in 
database   item saved 

Item not 
saved Fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the method 
saveCountry 

27 If code not empty and exists in database   Warning message expected Pass   

28 If every field has a correct value 

Code 2, 
Name 
England 

A proper insert query is carried 
out,  creating a correct record in 
the database expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

29 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country 
screen enabled expected Pass   

30 Press Enter or Ok button   Overwrite item on database expected Pass   

31 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country 
screen enabled expected Pass   
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32 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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PAYMENT TEST CASES 

Payment 
Window             

Test 
Case# Title 

Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

64 Cursor on tf code when opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

65 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

66 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

67 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding to 
that ID and cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

68 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,fff, -1, 
5.4 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

69 
Press F5 when focus on code tf to open 
search window   

search window "Payment 
search"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

70 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Payment 
screen disposed       

  On Search screen           

71 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Payment results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

72 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   
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73 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Cash some results No results Fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the query 

74 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

75 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Payment 
screen enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  Report Screen           

76 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up expected Pass   

77 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 5 
Back and enable Payment screen. 
Fields populated with selected row 

Some fields 
not 
populated Fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the init 
method 

78 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message 

No error 
message. 
Exception 
released Fail Fixed.   

79 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message expected Pass   

80 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Payment search screen", 
search screen enabled 

Incoterm 
Screen 
comes up Fail 

Fixed. Wrong 
global variable 

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

81 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   error message expected Pass   

82 tf code with id not in the database   error message expected Pass   

83 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up with 
two options and Payment Screen 
disable expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           
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84 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Payment screen, Payment 
screen enabled 

Screen does 
not respond Pass 

Fixed. The 
screen does not 
respond to 
commands. 
Error found in 
dialog screen 
line 194.  

85 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to Payment, reset tf 
and cursor focus on Code tf expected Pass   

86 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

87 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog expected Pass   

88 If Code empty and name not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields 
saved correctly in Database expected Pass   

89 
If code not empty and does not exist in 
database   item saved expected Pass   

90 If code not empty and exists in database   warning dialog comes up expected Pass   

91 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the 
database expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

92 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Payment screen, Payment 
screen enabled expected Pass   

93 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database expected Pass   
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94 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Payment screen, Payment 
screen enabled expected Pass   

94.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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INCOTERM TEST CASES 

Incoterm 
Window             

Test 
Case# Title 

Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

33 
Cursor on tf code when opening 
window   Cursor on tf code 

No cursor 
on tf code Fail 

Fixed. Forgot 
to implement 
method the 
request focus 

34 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

35 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data not in data base 4886 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

36 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data in database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding to 
that ID and cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

37 
Press Enter on code with invalid 
data 

0,ggg, -
1, 2.4 

Warning dialogue, tf focus and data 
removed 

Not 
warning 
dialogue Fail Fixed.  

38 
Press F5 when focus on code tf to 
open search window   

search window "Incoterm search" 
open, focus on tf and screen disabled Expected Pass   

39 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Incoterm screen 
disposed 

country 
screen 
comes up Fail 

Fixed. Forgot 
to set the 
global variable 
to Incoterm 

  On Search screen           
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40 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Incoterm results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

41 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

42 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database Fob some results Expected Pass   

43 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

44 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Incoterm screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  Report Screen           

45 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

46 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 5 
Back and enable Incoterm screen. 
Fields populated with selected row 

Warning 
dialogue fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the method 
fixed 

47 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Warning message Expected Pass   

48 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not 
in the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

49 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Incoterm search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

50 
tf code is empty or has an invalid 
code   Warning message Expected Pass   

51 tf code with id not in the database   Warning message Expected Pass   

52 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up with 
two options and Incoterm Screen 
disable Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           
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53 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Incoterm screen, Incoterm 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

54 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to Incoterm, reset tf 
and cursor focus on Code tf 

Item not 
removed Fail 

Fixed. There 
was a mistake 
in the remove 
method 

55 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

56 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

57 If Code empty and name not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields 
saved correctly in Database Expected Pass   

58 
If code not empty and does not exist 
in database   item saved Expected Pass   

59 
If code not empty and exists in 
database   Warning message 

warning 
message 
does not 
come up fail Fixed.  

60 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the 
database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

61 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Incoterm screen, Incoterm 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

62 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

63 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Incoterm screen, Incoterm 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

63.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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TAX TEST CASES 

Tax 
Window             

Test 
Case# Title 

Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

95 
Cursor on tf code when opening 
window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

96 
Press Enter on code tf when no 
data on it   Cursor moves to next tf 

Cursor does 
not move Fail 

Fixed. There 
was a problem 
in the logic in 
line 460.  

97 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected     

98 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data in database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding 
to that ID and cursor moves to 
next tf.  Expected Pass   

99 
Press Enter on code with invalid 
data 

0,fff, -1, 
5.4 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

100 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to 
open search window   

search window "Tax 
search"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

101 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Tax screen 
disposed       

  On Search screen           
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102 
Press search button or enter on 
the search bar   

Tax results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled 

Report 
screen does 
not come 
up Fail Fixed 

103 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

104 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database General some results Expected Pass   

105 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

106 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Tax screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  Report Screen           

107 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

108 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Tax screen. 
Fields populated with selected 
row 

type field 
not 
populated fail Fixed 

109 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

110 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 
not in the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

111 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Tax search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

112 
tf code is empty or has an invalid 
code   error message Expected Pass   

113 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

114 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up 
with two options and Tax Screen 
disable Expected Pass   
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  Warning Dialog Screen           

115 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Tax screen, Tax screen 
enabled Expected Pass   

116 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to Tax, reset tf 
and cursor focus on Code tf 

Item not 
removed fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the query 

117 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

118 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

119 
If Code empty and name not 
empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen 
fields saved correctly in Database Expected Pass   

120 
If code not empty and does not 
exist in database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

121 
If code not empty and exists in 
database 2 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

122 If Type is empty   0 is inserted Expected Pass   

123 
If type is not a proper value (float 
2 decimals or integer) fff, -1   Expected Pass   

124 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried 
out,  creating a correct record in 
the database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

125 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Tax screen, Tax screen 
enabled Expected Pass   

126 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

126.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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ADDRESSEE TEST CASES 

Addressee 
Window             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

127 
Cursor on addressee tf code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

128 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

129 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

130 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data in database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding 
to that ID and cursor moves to next 
tf.  Expected Pass   

131 
Press Enter on code with invalid 
data 

0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

132 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Addressee 
screen disposed       

  On Addressee code Search screen           

133 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Addressee results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

134 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

135 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database John some results Expected Pass   

136 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   
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137 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Addressee 
screen enabled and focus on code 
tf Expected Pass   

  On Addressee Report Screen           

138 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

139 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Addressee screen. 
Fields populated with selected row Expected Pass   

140 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

141 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not 
in the table 555 Error message Expected Pass   

142 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Addressee search screen", 
search screen enabled 

Country 
screen 
comes up fail Fixed 

  On Country code tf           

143 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

144 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on country 
code Expected Pass   

145 
Press Enter on code tf with valid 
data in database 1 Country name populated 

Country 
name not 
populated Fail 

Fixed. No 
setting the 
text in the 
country name 
tf 

146 
Press Enter on code with invalid 
data 

0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   
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147 
Press F5 when focus on country 
code to open search window   

search window "Country search in 
Addressee" open, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

  On Country code Search screen           

148 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

149 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

150 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database Spain some results Expected Pass   

151 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

152 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Addressee 
screen enabled and focus on code 
tf Expected Pass   

  On Country Report Screen           

153 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

154 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Addressee screen. 
Country tf populated with the 
selected ID Expected Pass   

155 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

156 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not 
in the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

157 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Addressee search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

157.1 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           
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158 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog 

Not 
warning 
dialogue, 
item saved fail Fixed 

159 
If Addressee Code empty and name 
not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields 
saved correctly in Database Expected Pass   

160 
If code not empty and does not exist 
in database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

161 
If code not empty and exists in 
database 2 Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

162 
If Country code does not exist in 
database   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

163 If country code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, 
code is inserted ad null Expected Pass   

164 
If code fields does not have a 
correct integer 

0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

165 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried 
out,  creating a correct record in 
the database 

Exception 
released fail 

Fixed. Wrong 
query 

  Warning Dialog Screen           

166 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Addressee screen, 
Addressee screen enabled Expected Pass   

167 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

168 
tf code is empty or has an invalid 
code   error message Expected Pass   

169 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   
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170 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up 
with two options and Tax Screen 
disable Expected Pass   

171 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

172 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, reset tf 
and cursor focus on Code tf Expected Pass   

172.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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SUPPLIER TEST CASES 

Supplier 
Window             

Test Case# Title Test Data Expected Result 
Actual 
Result Status Notes 

173 
Cursor on Supplier tf code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

174 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

175 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

176 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row 
corresponding to that ID and 
cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

177 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -1, 
2.1 

Error message, tf focus and 
data removed Expected Pass   

178 
Press F5 when focus on code tf to 
open search window   

search window "Supplier 
search"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

179 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Supplier 
screen disposed       

  On Supplier code Search screen           

180 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Supplier results report comes 
up and search screen is 
disabled Expected Pass   

181 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   
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182 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database Alejandro some results Expected Pass   

183 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

184 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Supplier 
screen enabled and focus on 
code tf Expected Pass   

  On Supplier Report Screen           

185 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

186 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Supplier 
screen. Fields populated with 
selected row Expected Pass   

187 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -1, 
3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

188 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

189 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Supplier search 
screen", search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Country code tf           

190 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

191 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on 
country code Expected Pass   

192 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Country name populated Expected Pass   

193 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -1, 
2.1 

Error message, tf focus and 
data removed Expected Pass   
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194 
Press F5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Country 
search in Supplier opened, 
focus on tf and screen disabled Expected Pass   

  On Country code Search screen           

195 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes 
up and search screen is 
disabled Expected Pass   

196 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

197 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database Spain some results Expected Pass   

198 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

199 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Supplier 
screen enabled and focus on 
code tf Expected Pass   

  On Country Report Screen           

200 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

201 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Supplier 
screen. Country tf populated 
with the selected ID Expected Pass   

202 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -1, 
3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

203 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

204 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Supplier search 
screen", search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Payment code tf           

205 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   
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206 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on 
country code Expected Pass   

207 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Tax  name populated 

Name not 
populated fail Fixed 

208 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -1, 
2.1 

Error message, tf focus and 
data removed 

No error 
message 
comes up Fail Fixed 

209 
Press F5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Payment 
search in Supplier"opened, 
focus on tf and screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Fail Fixed 

  On Payment code Search screen           

210 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Payment results report comes 
up and search screen is 
disabled Expected Pass   

211 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

212 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database Cash some results Expected Pass   

213 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database jo No results Expected Pass   

214 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Supplier 
screen enabled and focus on 
code tf Expected Pass   

  On Payment Report Screen           

215 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

216 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Supplier 
screen. Country tf populated 
with the selected ID Expected Pass   

217 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -1, 
3.1 Error message Expected Pass   
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218 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

  On Tax code tf           

219 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

220 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on 
country code Expected Pass   

221 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Tax name populated Expected Pass   

222 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -1, 
2.1 

Error message, tf focus and 
data removed Expected Pass   

223 
Press F5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Tax search in 
Supplier"opened, focus on tf 
and screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Fail Fixed 

224 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to Supplier, 
reset tf and cursor focus on 
Code tf Expected Pass   

  On Tax code Search screen           

225 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Tax results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

226 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

227 
if not empty and string chain exists 
on database General some results 

Code 
number on 
name field Fail Fixed 

228 
if not empty and string chain does 
not exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

229 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Supplier 
screen enabled and focus on Expected Pass   
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code tf 

  On Tax Report Screen           

230 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

231 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Supplier 
screen. Country tf populated 
with the selected ID Expected Pass   

232 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -1, 
3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

233 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

234 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Supplier search 
screen", search screen enabled Expected Pass   

235 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

236 Press F4 or Save button           

237 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

238 
If Addressee Code empty and name 
not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen 
fields saved correctly in 
Database Expected Pass   

239 
If code not empty and does not exist 
in database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

240 
If code not empty and exists in 
database 2 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

241 
If Country code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

242 If country code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, 
code is inserted ad null Expected Pass   
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243 
If Payment code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up 

Warning 
dialogue is 
wrong fail fixed 

244 If Payment code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, 
code is inserted ad null Expected Pass   

245 If Tax code does not exist in database   warning dialog comes up 

Warning 
dialogue is 
wrong fail fixed 

246 If Tax code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, 
code is inserted ad null Expected Pass   

247 
If code fields does not have a correct 
integer 

0,aaa, -1, 
3.1 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

248 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried 
out,  creating a correct record 
in the database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

249 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Supplier screen, 
Supplier screen enabled Expected Pass   

250 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

251 
tf code is empty or has an invalid 
code   error message Expected Pass   

252 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

253 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes 
up with two options and Tax 
Screen disable Expected Pass   

254 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, 
country screen enabled 

Nothing 
happens fail Fixed 
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255 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, 
reset tf and cursor focus on 
Code tf Expected Pass   

255.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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CLIENT TEST CASES 

Client 
Window             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

256 
Cursor on Client tf code when opening 
window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

257 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

258 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

259 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 

All the Screen fields populated correctly 
with row corresponding to that ID and 
cursor moves to next tf.  

Exception 
released fail 

Fixed. 
Mistake in 
the logic of 
enterData 
method 

260 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed 

Not error 
message fail Fixed 

261 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to 
open search window   

search window "Client search"opened, 
focus on tf and screen disabled Expected Pass   

262 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Client screen 
disposed       

  On Client code Search screen           

263 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Client results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

264 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   
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265 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Luri some results Expected Pass   

266 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

267 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Client screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Client Report Screen           

268 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

269 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Client screen. Fields 
populated with selected row Expected Pass   

270 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

271 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

272 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Client search screen", search 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Country code tf           

273 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

274 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on country code Expected Pass   

275 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Country name populated Expected Pass   

276 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

277 
Press f5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Country search in 
Client"opened, focus on tf and screen 
disabled 

search 
window 
does not 
come up fail fixed 
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  On Country code Search screen           

278 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled 

report 
screen does 
not come 
up fail fixed 

279 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

280 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Spain some results Expected Pass   

281 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fsfss No results Expected Pass   

282 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Client screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Country Report Screen           

283 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

284 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Client screen. Country 
tf populated with the selected ID Expected Pass   

285 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

286 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

287 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Client search screen", search 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Payment code tf           

288 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf 

Cursor stays 
in the field fail fixed 

289 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on country code Expected Pass   

290 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Country name populated Expected Pass   
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291 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

292 
Press F5 when focus on Payment code 
to open search window   search window opened 

Windows 
does not 
open fail fixed 

  On Payment code Search screen           

293 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Payment results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

294 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

295 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Cash some results Expected Pass   

296 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fafafa No results Expected Pass   

297 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Client screen 
enabled and focus on code tf 

Search 
screen does 
not close fail fixed 

  On Payment Report Screen           

298 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

299 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Client screen. Country 
tf populated with the selected ID 

country tf 
not 
populated fail fixed 

300 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

301 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

  On Tax code tf           

302 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   
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303 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on country code Expected Pass   

304 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Tax name populated Expected Pass   

305 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

306 
Press f5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Tax search in 
Client"open 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

  On Tax code Search screen           

307 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Tax results report comes up and search 
screen is disabled Expected Pass   

308 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

309 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database General some results 

Code 
number on 
name field Pass   

310 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fdfdfd No results Expected Pass   

311 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Client screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Tax Report Screen           

312 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

313 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Client screen. Country 
tf populated with the selected ID Expected Pass   

314 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

315 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   
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316 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Client search screen", search 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

317 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

318 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

319 
If Client Code empty and name not 
empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields 
saved correctly in Database 

Exception 
released fail Fixed 

320 
If code not empty and does not exist 
in database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

321 
If code not empty and exists in 
database 2 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

322 
If Country code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

323 If country code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted ad null Expected Pass   

324 
If Payment code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

325 If Payment code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted ad null Expected Pass   

326 If Tax code does not exist in database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

327 If Tax code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted as null Expected Pass   

328 
If code fields does not have a correct 
integer 

0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

329 If every field has a correct value   
A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the Expected Pass   
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database 

  Warning Dialog Screen           

330 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Client screen, Client screen 
enabled Expected Pass   

331 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

332 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   error message Expected Pass   

333 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

334 tf code valid id   
Warning Dialog Screen comes up with 
two options and Tax Screen disable Expected Pass   

335 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country screen 
enabled Expected Pass   

336 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, reset tf and 
cursor focus on Code tf Expected Pass   

336.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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DESTINATION TEST CASES 

Destination 
Window             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

337 
Cursor on Destination tf code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

338 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

339 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

340 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 

All the Screen fields populated 
correctly with row corresponding to 
that ID and cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

341 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

342 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to open 
search window   

search window "Destination 
search"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

343 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else to 
open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

344 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Destination 
screen disposed       

  On Destination code Search screen           

345 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Destination results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   
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346 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

347 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Alicante some results Expected Pass   

348 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

349 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Destination 
screen enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Destination Report Screen           

350 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

351 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Destination screen. 
Fields populated with selected row Expected Pass   

352 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

353 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

354 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Destination search 
screen", search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Country code tf           

355 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

356 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on country 
code Expected Pass   

357 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 Country name populated Expected Pass   

358 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed 

No error 
message, 
exception 
released Fail Fixed 
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359 
Press f5 when focus on country code to 
open search window   search window opened Expected Pass   

  On Country code Search screen           

360 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes up 
and search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

361 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

362 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Spain some results Expected Pass   

363 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

364 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Destination 
screen enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Country Report Screen           

365 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

366 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Destination screen. 
Country tf populated with the 
selected ID Expected Pass   

367 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

368 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

369 Press Escape or Exit button   Exit window, back to Destination Expected Pass   

370 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

371 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   
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372 If Code empty and name not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields 
saved correctly in Database Expected Pass   

373 
If code not empty and does not exist in 
database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

374 If code not empty and exists in database 2 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

375 
If Country code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

376 If country code is empty 5 
Item saved without constraint, code 
is inserted ad null Expected Pass   

377 
If code fields does not have a correct 
integer 

0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

378 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the 
database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

379 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Destination screen, 
Destination screen enabled Expected Pass   

380 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

381 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   error message Expected Pass   

382 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

383 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up 
with two options and Tax Screen 
disable 

Dialogue 
does not 
come up Fail Fixed 

384 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Destination screen, 
Destination screen enabled Expected Pass   
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385 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, reset tf 
and cursor focus on Code tf Expected Pass   

385.1 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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SHIPMENT TEST CASES 

 

Shipment 
Window             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

386 
Cursor on Shipment tf code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

387 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

388 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

389 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 

All the Screen fields populated correctly 
with row corresponding to that ID and 
cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

390 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

391 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to open 
search window   

search window "Shipment 
search"opened, focus on tf and screen 
disabled Expected Pass   

392 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Shipment screen 
disposed       

  On Shipment chose search type screen           

393 Choose option 1  1 Search by Client Expected Pass   

394 Choose option 2 2 Search by Addressee Expected Pass   
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395 Any other option 3 Warning dialog 
no warning 
dialogue fail Fixed 

396 Press Escape   Back to shipment       

  On Shipment code Search screen           

397 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Shipment results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

398 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  Search by Client           

399 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

400 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database David some results Expected Pass   

401 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

  Search by addressee           

402 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

403 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database John some results Expected Pass   

404 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

  On Shipment Report Screen           

405 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

406 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Shipment screen. Fields 
populated with selected row Expected Pass   

407 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

408 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   
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409 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Shipment search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Client code tf           

410 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

411 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on Client code Expected Pass   

412 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 Client name populated Expected Pass   

413 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

414 
Press f5 when focus on Client code to 
open search window   

search window "Client search in 
Shipment"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled Expected Pass   

  On Client code Search screen           

415 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Client results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

416 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

417 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Ari some results Expected Pass   

418 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database eeeee No results Expected Pass   

419 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on client code Expected Pass   

  On Client Report Screen           

420 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   
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421 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 
Back and enable Shipment screen. Client 
tf populated with the selected ID 

Error 
message 
displayed 
unexpected.  Fail Fixed. 

422 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

423 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

424 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Shipment search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Addressee code tf           

425 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

426 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on Addressee 
code Expected Pass   

427 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 Addressee name populated Expected Pass   

428 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

429 
Press f5 when focus on Addressee code 
to open search window   search window opened 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

  On Addressee code Search screen           

430 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Addressee results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

431 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

432 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database ARI some results Expected Pass   
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433 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fafafa No results Expected Pass   

434 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Addressee Report Screen           

435 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

436 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Shipment screen. 
Addressee tf populated with the 
selected ID Expected Pass   

437 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

438 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

  On Destination code tf           

439 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

440 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on Destination 
code Expected Pass   

441 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 Destination name populated Expected Pass   

442 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

443 
Press f5 when focus on Destination code 
to open search window   

search window "Destination search in 
Shipment"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

  On Destination code Search screen           

444 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Destination results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   
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445 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

446 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Alicante some results 

Code 
number on 
name field Pass   

447 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fdfdfd No results Expected Pass   

448 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Destination Report Screen           

449 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

450 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Shipment screen. 
Destination tf populated with the 
selected ID Expected Pass   

451 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

452 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

453 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Shipment search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On Incoterm code tf           

454 
Press Enter on code tf when no data on 
it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

455 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on Incoterm code Expected Pass   

456 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 Incoterm name populated Expected Pass   

457 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   
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458 
Press f5 when focus on Incoterm code to 
open search window   

search window "Incoterm search in 
Shipment"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

459 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else to 
open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

  On Incoterm code Search screen           

460 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Incoterm results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

461 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

462 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Fob some results 

Code 
number on 
name field Pass   

463 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fdfdfd No results Expected Pass   

464 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Incoterm Report Screen           

465 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

466 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Shipment screen. 
Incoterm tf populated with the selected 
ID Expected Pass   

467 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

468 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

469 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Shipment search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

470 Press F3 on Rdate   Rdate populated with current date Expected Pass   
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471 Press F3 on Ddate   Ddate populated with current date Expected Pass   

472 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

474 If Client code is empty   
warning dialog comes up, client code tf 
focus 

dialogue 
does not 
come up fail   

475 If Addressee code is empty   
warning dialog comes up, addressee 
code tf focus Expected Pass   

476 
If Shipment Code empty and Client and 
Addressee code not empty   

Item saved and code assigned 
automatically. All the Screen fields saved 
correctly in Database Expected Pass   

477 If code not empty and exists in database 2 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

478 If Client code does not exist in database   
warning dialog comes up, client code tf 
focus 

dialogue 
does not 
come up fail Fixed 

479 
If Addressee code does not exist in 
database   

warning dialog comes up, addressee 
code tf focus Expected Pass   

480 
If Destination code does not exist in 
database   

warning dialog comes up, destination 
code tf focus 

not focus 
on 
destination 
code tf fail Fixed  

481 If Destination code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted as null 

item not 
saved fail 

Fixed. 
Query 
was 
wrong 

482 
If Incoterm code does not exist in 
database   warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   
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483 If Incoterm code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted as null Expected Pass   

484 
If code fields does not have a correct 
integer 

0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

485 
if rdate field does not have a valid date 
format or value 

2004-
13-50, 
nnn, 
2014-
12-0555 warning dialog comes up 

dialogue 
does not 
come up fail Fixed 

486 
if ddate field does not have a valid date 
format or value 

2004-
13-50, 
nnn, 
2014-
12-0555 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

487 If every field has a correct value   
A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

488 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Shipment screen, Shipment 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

489 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database Expected Pass   

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

490 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   error message Expected Pass   

491 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

492 tf code valid id   

Warning Dialog Screen comes up with 
two options and Destination Screen 
disable Expected Pass   

493 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Client screen, Client screen 
enabled Expected Pass   
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494 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the database, 
back to Client, reset tf and cursor focus 
on Code tf Expected Pass   

  Press Add Item Button           

495 if Code field is empty   Warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

496 
if Code field contains a  valid ID that 
does not exist in database   Warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

497 
If Code field contains an invalid data 
type   Warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

498 
If Code field contains a valid  ID that is in 
the database   

Screen to add items to the shipment 
comes up Expected Pass   

499 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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ADD ITEMS TO SHIPMENT TEST CASES 

 

Add Items 
to 
Shipment             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

  In Goods           

500 Cursor on Good  tf code when opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

501 Press Enter on code tf when no data on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

502 Press Enter on code tf with  data on  it     Expected Pass   

503 if the code exists 1 

All the Screen fields populated correctly with 
row corresponding to that ID and cursor 
moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

504 if the code does not exist 2 warning dialogue Expected Pass   

505 If the data is invalid 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 Error message, tf focus and data removed Expected Pass   

  Saving Item in Good           

  Press enter in the amount tf           

506 if the description is empty   
warning dialogue, cursor moves to 
description Expected Pass   

507 if units has invalid data 
n , -1, 
25.1 warning dialogue, cursor moves to units Expected Pass   

508 if amount has invalid data n , -1,  warning dialogue, cursor moves to amount 
cursor does 
not move Fail Fixed 
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509 if packages has invalid data 
n, -1, 
25.3 warning dialogue, cursor moves to packages Expected Pass   

510 if all the fields correct value   
Item saved, fields reset,  cursor moves to 
code and table refreshed Expected Pass   

511 
if all the fields correct value and existed in 
database   record updated Expected  Pass   

  In Expenditure           

512 Press Enter on code tf when no data on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

513 Press Enter on code tf with  data on  it     Expected Pass   

514 if the code exists 1 

All the Screen fields populated correctly with 
row corresponding to that ID and cursor 
moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

515 if the code does not exist 2 warning dialogue Expected Pass   

516 If the data is invalid 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 Error message, tf focus and data removed Expected Pass   

  Saving Item in Expenditure           

517 Press enter in the amount tf           

518 if the description is empty   
warning dialogue, cursor moves to 
description Expected Pass   

519 if tax has invalid data n , -1,  warning dialogue, cursor moves to tax Expected Pass   

520 if amount has invalid data n, -1,  warning dialogue, cursor moves to amount Expected Pass   

521 if all the fields correct value   
Item saved, fields reset,  cursor moves to 
code and table refreshed Expected Pass   
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522 
if all the fields correct value and existed in 
database   record updated 

Exception 
released, 
data not 
updated Fail 

Error fixed, 
there was a 
mistake in 
the update 
query 

523 
if client has a tax assigned when pressed enter 
in description   tax is populated with that client tax value 

Nothing 
happens Fail 

Error fixed, 
there was a 
mistake in 
the query 
that returns 
the value 

  
Press F6 Deleting an item when good code 
focused            

524 
if code field is empty or not a valid code or not 
in database   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

525 if code field is in database   Item removed, table refreshed Expected Pass   

  
Press F6 Deleting an item when expenditure 
code focused            

526 
if code field is empty or not a valid code or not 
in database   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

527 if code field is in database   Item removed, table refreshed Expected Pass   

528 Press F1   cursor moves to code in good Expected Pass   

529 Press F2   cursor moves to code in expenditure Expected Pass   

530 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   

531 Press Escape   back to shipment screen Expected Pass   

532 Press F7   All the fields are emptied Expected Pass   
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TRANSPORT TEST CASES 

 

Transport 
Window             

Test Case# Title 
Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

533 
Cursor on Transport tf code when 
opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

534 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

535 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 5000 Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

536 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database eng/001 

All the Screen fields populated correctly 
with row corresponding to that ID and 
cursor moves to next tf.  Expected Pass   

537 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to 
open search window   

search window "Transport 
search"opened, focus on tf and screen 
disabled Expected Pass   

538 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else 
to open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

539 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Transport screen 
disposed       

  On Transport code Search screen           

540 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Transport results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   
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541 if empty   all the table No results Fail 

Fixed. The 
buildTableModel method 
used an array Integer. A 
new method 
buildTableModelString 
was created to handle 
strings 

542 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database ari some results with the string entered Expected Pass   

543 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database   No results Expected Pass   

544 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Transport screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On Transport Report Screen           

545 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

546 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID eng/001 
Back and enable Transport screen. 
Fields populated with selected row 

warning 
dialogue fail 

Fixed. The method used 
to compare ids was case 
sensitive. 

547 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

548 Press Escape or Exit button   

Back to "Transport search screen", 
search screen enabled, focus on the 
search field Expected Pass   

  On Country code tf           

549 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   
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550 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on country code Expected Pass   

551 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 Country name populated Expected Pass   

552 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

553 
Press f5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "Country search in 
Transport"open, focus on tf and screen 
disabled Expected Pass   

554 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else 
to open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

  On Country code Search screen           

555 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

Country results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

556 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

557 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Spain some results Expected Pass   

558 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fsfss No results Expected Pass   

559 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Transport screen 
enabled and focus on  line code tf 

Country 
screen 
appears Fail 

Fixed. Global variable 
was mistaken. COUNTRY 
instead of 
TRANSPORTCOUNTRY 

  On Country Report Screen           

560 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   
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561 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Transport screen. 
Country tf populated with the selected 
ID Expected Pass   

562 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

563 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

564 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Transport search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

  On destination code tf           

565 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

566 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 

Warning dialog, focus on destination 
code Expected Pass   

567 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 destination name populated Expected Pass   

568 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

569 
Press f5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "destination search in 
Transport"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

570 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else 
to open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

  On destination code Search screen           

571 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

destination results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

572 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

573 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database Alicante some results Expected Pass   
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574 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fafafa No results Expected Pass   

575 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Transport screen 
enabled and focus on code tf 

Destination 
Screen 
Appears Pass 

Fixed. Global variable 
was mistaken. 
DESTINATION instead of 
TRANSPORTDESTINATION 

  On destination Report Screen           

576 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

577 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Transport screen. 
Country tf populated with the selected 
ID Expected Pass   

578 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

579 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

  On supplier code tf           

580 
Press Enter on code tf when no data 
on it   Cursor moves to next tf Expected Pass   

581 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
not in data base 200 Warning dialog, focus on country code Expected Pass   

582 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data 
in database 1 supplier name populated 

Nothing 
happens Fail 

Fixed. The condition that 
determines which query 
use for supplier was 
missing in the enterData 
method 
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583 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message, tf focus and data 
removed Expected Pass   

584 
Press f5 when focus on country code 
to open search window   

search window "supplier search in 
Transport"opened, focus on tf and 
screen disabled 

Windows 
does not 
open Pass   

585 
Press f5 where focus somewhere else 
to open search window   Nothing happens Expected Pass   

  On supplier code Search screen           

586 
Press search button or enter on the 
search bar   

supplier results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

587 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

588 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database General some results 

Code 
number on 
name field Pass   

589 
if not empty and string chain does not 
exists on database fdfdfd No results Expected Pass   

590 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Transport screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  On supplier Report Screen           

591 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

592 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Transport screen. 
Country tf populated with the selected 
ID Expected Pass   

593 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

594 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in 
the table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   
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595 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Transport search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

596 Press F1 any part of the screen   Transport Code requests focus Expected Pass   

597 Press F3 on departure field   
departure field populated with current 
date Expected Pass   

598 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset Expected Pass   

  Press F4 or Save button           

599 If Transport code is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

600 If Name is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

601 if Lorry is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

602 if Destination code is empty   Warning Dialog Expected Pass   

603 
If code not empty and exists in 
database eng/001 warning dialog comes up 

Number 
Exception 
released fail 

Fixed. The method 
columnIDs only held 
integers. New method 
created for Strings 

604 
If Country code does not exist in 
database 200 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

605 
If code not empty and does not exist 
in database 2 item saved Expected Pass   

606 If country code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted ad null Expected Pass   

607 
If destination code does not exist in 
database 200 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   

608 
If supplier code does not exist in 
database 200 warning dialog comes up Expected Pass   
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609 If supplier code is empty   
Item saved without constraint, code is 
inserted as null Expected Pass   

610 
If code fields does not have a correct 
integer 

0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 

warning dialog comes up, code fields 
request focus Expected Pass   

611 
if departure field does not have a valid 
date format 

2004-
13-50, 
nnn, 
2014-
12-0555 

warning dialog comes up, departure 
field requests focus Expected Pass   

612 If every field has a correct value   

A proper insert query is carried out,  
creating a correct record in the 
database Expected Pass   

  Warning Dialog Screen           

613 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to Transport screen, Transport 
screen enabled Expected Pass   

614 Press Enter or Ok button   overwrite item on database 

Client 
Screen 
coming up. 
overwrite 
all the 
records on 
the 
database Fail 

Fixed. The global variable 
incorrect in the action 
listener when F4 Pressed. 
Fixed. The query to 
update a transport was 
wrong 

  Press F6 or Remove Button           
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615 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   error message Expected Pass   

616 tf code with id not in the database   error message Expected Pass   

617 tf code valid id   
Warning Dialog Screen comes up with 
two options and supplier Screen disable Expected Pass   

618 Press Escape or Cancel button   
Back to country screen, country screen 
enabled Expected Pass   

619 Press Enter or Ok button   

Remove selected row from the 
database, back to country, reset tf and 
cursor focus on Code tf Expected Pass   

620 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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ADD SHIPMENT TO TRANSPORT TEST CASES 

Test 
Case# Title 

Test 
Data Expected Result 

Actual 
Result Status Notes 

621 
Cursor on Add Shipment to Transport tf code 
when opening window   Cursor on tf code Expected Pass   

622 Press Enter on code tf when no data on it   
warning dialogue: code may not be 
empty Expected Pass   

623 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data not in 
data base 5000 

warning dialogue: code is not on the 
database Expected Pass   

624 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database eng/001 

Fields departure and packages 
populated and table populated with 
shipments if any linked to that transport 

Exception 
released: 
null pointer Fail 

Fixed. Global 
variable was 
not set up in 
the method 
enterData() 

625 
Press f5 when focus on code tf to open 
search window   

search window "Add Shipment to 
Transport search"opened, focus on tf 
and screen disabled Expected Pass   

626 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to Menu screen, Add Shipment to 
Transport screen disposed 

Menu 
Screen not 
enabled Fail 

Fixed. Escape() 
method wrong 

  On Transport code Search screen           

627 
Press search button or enter on the search 
bar   

Add Shipment to Transport results 
report comes up and search screen is 
disabled Expected Pass   
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628 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

629 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database eng/001 some results with the string entered Expected Pass   

630 
if not empty and string chain does not exists 
on database fffff No results Expected Pass   

631 Press Exit button or Escape   

Search screen closed, Add Shipment to 
Transport screen enabled and focus on 
code tf Expected Pass   

  
On Add Shipment to Transport Report 
Screen           

632 Press F10 or Print button   Print dialog comes up Expected Pass   

633 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID eng/001 

Back and enable Add Shipment to 
Transport screen. Fields populated with 
selected row Expected Pass   

634 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in the 
table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

635 Press Escape or Exit button   

Back to "Add Shipment to Transport 
search screen", search screen enabled, 
focus on the search field Expected Pass   

  On Shipment code tf           

636 Press Enter on code tf when no data on it   
Warning dialog: "Shipment may not be 
empty", focus on shipment tf Expected Pass   

637 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data not in 
data base 200 

Warning dialog: "code is not on the 
database", focus on shipment tf Expected Pass   

638 
Press Enter on code tf with valid data in 
database 1 

Shipment linked to that Transport ID 
and table populated with the 
corresponding row Expected Pass   
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639 Press Enter on code with invalid data 
0,hhh, -
1, 2.1 

Error message: "code must have valid 
data", tf focus and data removed Expected Pass   

640 
Press f5 when focus on country code to open 
search window   

search window "Shipment search in Add 
Shipment to Transport"opened, focus 
on tf and screen disabled Expected Pass   

  On Shipment chose search type screen           

641 Choose option 1  1 Search by Client Expected Pass   

642 Choose option 2 2 Search by Addressee Expected Pass   

643 Any other option 3 Warning dialog Expected Pass   

644 Press Escape   Back to shipment       

  On Shipment code Search screen           

645 
Press search button or enter on the search 
bar   

Shipment results report comes up and 
search screen is disabled Expected Pass   

646 Press Exit button or Escape   
Search screen closed, Shipment screen 
enabled and focus on code tf Expected Pass   

  Search by Client           

647 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

648 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database luri some results No results Fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the query 

649 
if not empty and string chain does not exists 
on database   No results Expected Pass   

  Search by addressee           

650 if empty   all the table Expected Pass   

651 
if not empty and string chain exists on 
database john some results No results Fail 

Fixed. Mistake 
in the query 

652 
if not empty and string chain does not exists 
on database   No results Expected Pass   

  On Shipment Report Screen           
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653 Press Enter on tf with a valid ID 1 

Back and enable Add Shipment to 
Transport screen. Shipment field 
populated with the selected ID Expected Pass   

654 Press Enter on tf with an invalid ID 
0,aaa, -
1, 3.1 Error message Expected Pass   

655 
Press Enter on tf with a valid ID not in the 
table 555 Warning message Expected Pass   

656 Press Escape or Exit button   
Back to "Shipment search screen", 
search screen enabled Expected Pass   

657 Press F7 or reset button   All tf are reset 
Table is not 
reset fail Fixed.  

  Press F6 or Remove Button           

658 tf code is empty or has an invalid code   
error message: "shipment must be a 
valid code" Expected Pass   

659 tf code with id not in the database   
error message: "Code is not in the 
database" Expected Pass   

660 tf code valid id   
Shipment unlinked from the transportID 
and row deleted from the Jtable Expected Pass   

661 Press Enter in a tf   cursor moves to the next tf Expected Pass   
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APPENDIX L – SCREEN DESIGN AND PROTOTYPES. 

Country Screen 

Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: The client requested to have a button to search the 

country, also include a button to Remove and one for Exit. Although this functions were 

already included in the usability requirements raised in the Analisys stage. 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 53. Country Screen (Personal Collection) 

Payment Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 54. Payment Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

 

Incoterm Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 55. Incoterm Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

 

Tax Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: The client saw the float in the Tax Rate and 

suggested that the tax rate must be an Integer number. 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 56.  Tax Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

Addressee Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: The client requested that the country name should 

be next to the country code. For these reason, the name or description of the codes linked 

to the subsequent screens will be included next to the mentioned codes. In addition, the 

search feature had to be implemented. 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 57. Addressee Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

Supplier Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: it can be seen that every name or description next 

to its corresponding code field linked to this screen as a requirement unveiled in the 

addressee feature and included in the subsequient screens. 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 58. Supplier Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

Client Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen:  No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 59. Client Screen (Personal Collection 

 

Destination Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen:  No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 60. Destination Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

 

Shipment Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen:  It was forgotten to include two textfields for 

comments. Client detected the mistake. 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 61. Shipment Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

Add Items to Shipment Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen:  No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 62. Add Items to Shipment Screen (Personal Collection) 

Transport Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 63. Transport Screen (Personal Collection) 

 

Add Shipment to Transport Screen 
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Screen prototype built with Visual Paradigm and signed off by client 

 

Iteration completed with all the functionality and signed off by client 

 

Comments on the prototype screen: No comments 

Comments on the prototype with the functionality added: No comments 

Table 64. Add Shipment to Transport Screen (Personal Collection)
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APPENDIX M – TRANSPORT LIST GENERATED AS A PDF FILE 

 

Figure 14. Transport List PDF (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX N – FINDBUGS ECLIPSE PLUG-IN FOR STATIC CODE ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 15. FindBugs Perspective in Eclipse (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX O – BIRT ECLIPSE PLUG-IN FOR REPORT DESIGN 

 

Figure 16. BIRT Perspective in Eclipse (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX P - PROJECT PROPOSAL 

Project Proposal for Software Engineering BSc 2013 
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Project aim 

 

The aim of the project is to provide with a solution for a freight forwarding agency that 
needs to manage its business processes. The name of the company is NewTir and it is 
located in Alicante, Spain. Newtir has clients that need to ship goods to other countries 
all over the world. Newtir takes charge of these goods and finds the best transportation 
option so that they go through the border of different countries and reach safe its 
destination. Therefore, NewTir needs a computerised system to manage all the 
information generated in its business processes. For example, it needs a graphic 
interface to input the client information, such us name, address, etc. and store it on a 
database. I will use MySQL for the database and Java both for the GUI and 
implementation. 

 

How to solve the problem 

 

I plan to use a method that will help me to produce an artefact the meets the 
requirements. I am considering several options, namely test-driven development (TDD) 
and Unified Process (UP).  TDD consists of writing a test plan for every feature before its 
development. It is a way to think about the requirements or the design in advance, 
before the implementation.  UP which is a generic software process that can be used for 
a lot of types of software systems, various application areas and organizations, and 
different levels of competence and project size.  

 

The capture of the requirements will be solved using various techniques such as 
structured interviews or use case diagrams. Different design techniques such as class 
diagram to understand the domain model and sequence diagram to understand how 
processes interact with each other are also necessary. Prototypes of the new GUI will be 
made to get feedback from the users. Then, functionality between the GUI and the 
database will be implemented and a test plan will be designed to ensure software 
quality. 

The priority is to develop those features that are essential for the correct functioning of 
the business. MoSCoW is a good technique for prioritising tasks. 

 

The artefact 

 

NewTir has been using an out of date, computerised system based on Ms-Dos for the 
GUI and a Database working on JBASE that does not satisfy the client completely. 
Although this system could be enough to manage the business processes, it is a good 
opportunity for NewTir to have a new system that will implement new features that will 
facilitate its business operations.  

The client does not require to migrate the old database into the new one that will be 
created for the new system. The client argues that the current database used so far 
contains very little data, therefore there is no need for the migration from the old 
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database to the new one. Newtir would manage to migrate manually the information 
stored in the current system to the new system in few days.  However, research about 
legacy systems will be carried out since it could be useful for the client as well as for the 
success of this project. For example, one of the aims is to provide with modularity so the 
GUI (front end) is independent from the Database (back end) to provide extensibility. 
The legacy system research could reveal the old database system design, something 
that could be useful for the success of the project.  

 

Work Evaluation 

 

In order to evaluate this project work, software validation will be carried out following its 
3 main stages: 

 Development testing. 

 System testing. 

 Acceptance testing. 

 

Why my project is honours worthy 

 

This project main aim is the development of a real world piece of software. Most of the 
software development is carried out for a business environment where it plays a distinct 
role. As a future software engineer that I intend to become, I want to experience going 
through in a real word project the analysis, design, development, testing, and evaluation 
of a piece of  software. Furthermore, working with a real customer will give me an insight 
into challenges that may arise, such as a good understanding of what the customer 
requires.   

 

Relevance to my course. 

 

This project will give me the chance to put into practice the knowledge acquired in the 
three units that the Software Engineering Course comprises: 

 

 Business Process and Requirements: The engineering requirements is a vital first 
step of the systems development life cycle. I will have the chance to work with a 
real customer in order to capture the requirements for the new system. 
 

 Software System Modelling: I will be able to use the UML language in order to 
model different aspects of the new system. Such as a Class Diagram or an 
Activity Diagram. 
 

 Software Quality and testing: I will be able to design a test plan for a real world 
piece of software in order to deliver it without failures 
 

Furthermore, I will gain experience in the analysis of the old System. How the old system 
can be used to develop the new system. 
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Gantt chart 

 

Figure 17. Project Proposal Gantt chart (Personal Collection) 
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APPENDIX Q – PROGRESS WEEKLY DIARY 

 

Week: 1, From 03/02 to 09/02 Time box: Legacy system, method and 

Prototyping research 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Requirement Engineering Research 

Not Completed: 

Legacy System Research 

Method and Planning  Research 

Comments: Due to my health problem my performance was lower than it should. I 

studied less hours. I have to keep on researching on the method that should have been 

completed this week. The legacy system research will carry on next week as planned. 

Table 65. Week Diary 1 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 2  From 10/02 to 16/02 Time box: Legacy System,Design and 

Testing research 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Method and Planning Research 

Not Completed: 

Legacy system Research 

Design Research 

Testing Research 

Comments:  I finished the planning research. I found information about a risk 

management plan and I completed it, I also redid the Gantt Chart. I included my health 

problem. I did quite a lot on the legacy system research but not completed. I have not 

started this week task. I have lowered the number of hours worked on the project since I 

do not feel well.  

Table 66. Week Diary 2 (Personal collection) 
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Week: 3 From 17/2 to 23/2 Time box: Analysis First week 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Legacy System Research 

Design Research 

Not Completed: 

Testing Research 

Analysis 

Comments: I did not feel very well this week either. I managed to finish the legacy system 

and the design research. However, I may do a bit more research on the Legacy Systems if 

I consider it necessary when I start writing the report. I am nearly done with the testing 

research since I had a lot of material from the lectures of Software Quality and Testing. I 

have not started the analysis research yet so I am lagging behind one week. If this 

problem carries on the following weeks, it will be time to consider to ask for an extension. 

Table 67. Week Diary 3 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 4 From 23/2 to 02/03 Time box: Analysis Second week 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Testing Research 

Not Completed: 

Analysis: 

Structured Interviews 

Requirements detailed list 

Old System Black box analysis 

Comments: I feel depressed because I do not know what is going on with my health. My 

motivations has decreased a great deal and I do not really care much about the project 

anymore. I am thinking of dropping out. I did not really do much this week, just managed 

to finish the Testing Research and start a bit of the Analysis research by performing an 
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interview with the Client. I have also started to think about the report content and word 

distribution 

Table 68. Week Diary 4 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 5 From 03/03 to 09/03 Time box: Design, First Week 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Analysis: 

Structured Interviews 

Not Completed: 

Analysis: 

Old System Black box analysis 

Requirements detailed list 

Design: 

Database ERD 

Database Scripts 

Class Diagram 

Comments: I am still considering dropping out of the project. However, I think I am going 

to do a last effort and finish the project regardless. Considering the situation a pass is 

more than enough. 

I performed all the interviews with the client.   

Table 69. Week Diary 5 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 6 From 10/03 to 16/03 Time box: Design, Second Week 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Analysis: 

Old System Black box analysis 

Requirements detailed list 
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Not Completed: 

Design: 

Database ERD 

Database Scripts 

Class Diagram 

Comments: I am getting used to this situation. I have decided to finish the project and 

very possibly to ask for an extension. I met Sherry Jeary to discuss about the possible 

options. She recommended to wait until I know more or less the period of time that I need 

for the extension.  This week I felt better in general so I managed to finish the analysis 

completely. 

Table 70. Week Diary 6 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 7 From 17/03 to 23/03 Time box: Country and Payment features 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Design: 

Database ERD 

Database Scripts 

Class Diagram 

Not Completed: 

Development: 

Screen Prototypes: Country, Payment 

Database Classes: DBInterface, 

DatabaseMySQL, DatabaseExtension, 

MyCountry, MyPayment 

GUI Classes: Country, Payment, 

SearchWindow, Report 

Testing Cases: Country, Payment 

Comments:  The design has been completed. Database ERD and the scripts. The Class 
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Diagram as well. Extra work has been detected. The Database Extension in the Database 

Package that will contain some methods that will handle the connection between the 

system and the database. Although the methods needed will be completed with its 

respective iteration. For example, this week would correspond the methods for Country 

and Payment features. Not completed all the tasks for this week and the mentioned extra 

tasks. I would say that I am lagging behind around 10 days. 

Table 71. Week Diary 7 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 8 From  24/03 to 30/03 Time box: Incoterm a Tax Features 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Screen Prototypes: Country, Payment 

Database Classes: DBInterface, 

DatabaseMySQL, DatabaseExtension, 

MyCountry, MyPayment 

GUI Classes: Country 

Testing: Country 

Not Completed: 

Database Classes: Incoterm, Tax 

GUI Classes:, Payment, SearchWindow, 

Report, Incoterm, Tax 

Testing: 

Payment, Incoterm, Tax 

Comments:  This week has been very hard. Although I thought I had clear how to build 

determined part of the classes and the methods, I encountered some problems that took 

me time to solve, especially for the usability requirements and the save methods for 

Country that took me time to figure out. 

Table 72. Week Diary 8 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 9 From  31/03 to 04/04 Time box: Addressee, supplier and client 
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features week 1 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

GUI Classes:, Payment, SearchWindow, 

Report, Incoterm 

Testing: 

Payment 

Not Completed: 

Database Classes: Incoterm, Tax 

Addressee, supplier, client 

GUI Classes: Tax, Addressee, supplier, 

client 

Testing: 

Incoterm, Tax, Addressee, supplier, client 

Comments:  This week was quite good, I figured out characteristics in common all the 

features that I will have to implement in all of them. So, the iterations should be a bit 

quicker and I may make it up for the lost time. Still lagging behind quit a lot.  

Table 73. Week Diary 9 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 10 From  05/04 to 13/04 Time box: Addressee, supplier and client 

features week 2 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Database Classes: Incoterm, Tax 

Addressee. 

GUI Classes: Tax, Addressee, supplier, 

client 

Testing: 

Incoterm, Tax, Addressee, supplier, client 

Not Completed: 
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Database Classes:  supplier, client 

GUI Classes: supplier, client 

Testing: 

Addressee, supplier, client  

Comments:  It was quite a good week, even though I misunderstood one of the 

requirements and I had to make some modifications that took me more than expected. 

This is when I realize how important the requirements elicitation stage is, it is so time-

consuming to go back and make the amendments and again make sure that I did not 

broke something. Hopefully, I will keep the amount of work done at this rate and I could 

even be able to catch up with the Gant Chart.  

Table 74. Week Diary 10 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 11 From  14/04 to 20/04 Time box: Destination and shipment 

features 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Database Classes:  supplier, client 

GUI Classes: supplier, client 

Testing: 

Addressee, supplier, client 

Not Completed: 

Database Classes: destination, shipment, 

good, expenditure. 

GUI Classes: destination, shipment, add 

item to shipment 

Testing: destination, shipment, add item to 

shipment 

 

Comments: I managed to finish what I left undone last week. Nothing that should have 
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started this week has been done. So, I would say that I am 2 weeks late. I was able to do 

quite a lot, bearing in mind was not my best week either. Although, I try to keep it positive 

and carry on.  

Table 75. Week Diary 11 (Personal collection) 

Week: 12 From  21/04 to 27/04 Time box: Transport and Add Shipment to 

transport features 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Database Classes: destination, shipment 

GUI Classes: destination, shipment 

Testing: destination, shipment 

 

Not Completed: 

Database Classes: good, expenditure, 

transport,  

GUI Classes: add items to shipment, 

transport, add shipment to transport 

Testing: add item to shipment, transport, 

add shipment to transport. 

 

Comments: I need to go to Spain to sort out some problems so I was not able to work as 

hard as I should do.  Even so, I was able to do quite a lot of work. I had some problems to 

sort out the way to add items to a shipment. However I was able to solve the problem and 

keep the client satisfied with what he required. I may be still 2 weeks lagging behind, 

maybe a bit more. Regarding the report, it is going fine, I have around 5000 words. The 

introduction, legacy system research, methodology, analysis of the problem, design and 

testing has been written. I still have to make some amendments from Gernot feedback. I 

also went to talk Louise Burman to make the extension official. 3 Weeks. 

Table 76. Week Diary 12 (Personal collection) 
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Week: 13 From  28/04 to 04/05 Time box: Transport and Add Shipment to 

transport features week 2 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Database Classes: good, expenditure 

GUI Classes: add item to shipment 

Testing: add item to shipment 

 

Not Completed: 

Database Classes: transport, add shipment 

to transport 

GUI Classes: transport, add shipment to 

transport 

Testing: transport, add shipment to 

transport. 

 

Comments:  Another quite productive week. I finished a very important part of the 

application and found a good solution to keep the client satisfied. Most of the must 

requirements were carried out so far. The application core could be finished soon.  

Table 77. Week Diary 13 (Personal collection) 

 

 

Week: 14 From  05/05 to 11/05 Time box: Printing transport content 

feature 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Database Classes: transport 

GUI Classes: transport 

 

Not Completed: 
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Testing: transport 

Database Classes: add shipment to 

transport 

GUI Classes: add shipment to transport 

Testing: add shipment to transport. 

Printing transport content feature 

Comments:  The transport Feature did not give much complication. Still 3 weeks behind 

so the extension foreseen has turned out to be correct. I have written 1000 words more in 

the report so 6000 thousand so far. I still have to make the amendments suggested by 

Gernot in several Chapters. 

Table 78. Week Diary 14 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 15 From  12/05 to 18/05 Time box: Layout and proof reading 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

 

Testing: transport 

Database Classes: add shipment to 

transport 

GUI Classes: add shipment to transport 

 

Not Completed: 

Testing: add shipment to transport. 

Printing transport content feature 

Layout and proof reading 

Comments:  The application is nearly done, although I did not work on the report at all. I 

am thinking that it is going to be tight but I am going to do my best to learn some 

technology for producing dynamic reports. This is a key feature that justifies the approach 

taken on Legacy Systems. I encountered a challenging problem in the add shipment to 
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transport feature, I unbelievably missed a relationship in the database between shipment 

and transport, I was able to sort it out fortunately.  

Table 79. Week Diary 15 (Personal collection) 

 

Week: 16 From  19/05 to 25/05 Time box: Extension week 1 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Testing: add shipment to transport. 

Not Completed: 

 

Printing transport content feature 

Report Layout and proof reading 

 

Comments: The application core is finally done! I completed it by performing last testing 

test cases for the “add shipment to transport” feature.  Most of the time that I spent this 

week was to find a suitable open source technology to produce dynamic reports. I finally 

opted for BIRT that also has a Java API to interact with the report produced with the 

designer. It can also be integrated in Eclipse. I still do not know how it works but it has 

good reputation and it is open source. 

Table 88. Week Diary 16 (Personal collection) 

 

 

Week: 17 From  26/05 to 01/06 Time box: Extension week 2 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Printing transport content feature 

Not Completed: 

Report layout and proof reading 
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Comments: It has taken me quite a lot of time and some headaches to understand how 

the BIRT API works. So I was able to produce a report generated in PDF that will contain 

all the shipments that a transport contains. This is a key feature because a transport must 

always go with a printed list of its containing. The report is also nearly finished I still have 

to do some amendments and Gernot will check it with me next Tuesday morning. Then I 

will spent two days proof-reading it.  

Table 81. Week Diary 17 (Personal collection) 

 

 

Week: 18 From  02/06 to 06/06 Time box: Extension week 3 

Description of the Tasks 

 

Completed: 

Report layout and proof reading 

 

Not Completed: 

 

 

Comments:  Everything submitted! 

Table 82. Week Diary 18 (Personal collection) 
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APPENDIX R–NEWTIR USER MANUAL5 

USER MANUAL CLARIFICATION. 

 

First of all, it is important to point out that the application works exactly as required by the 

client. Some would argue that there could be better ways to implement the functionality or 

would prefer to include combo boxes and do everything with the mouse, etc. However, as a 

professional I have the obligation to fulfil my client’s needs, requirements and demands. 

 

It is also important to mention that the client demanded to control the application exclusively 

with the keyboard. He argues that combo boxes are very nice but when it comes to type in a 

great number of shipments every day the use of the mouse really slows the users down. For 

this reason the application has been designed following this requirement. However, buttons 

have been added as well to enable users to use the mouse if it is considered convenient. 

Secondly, the screens – Country, Payment, Incoterm, Tax, Addressee, Supplier, Client and 

Destination share functionality. Due to this only one of these screens will be used for this 

tutorial, the Addressee Screen. 

 

Last but not least, the screens Shipment, Transport, add item to Shipment and Add 

Shipment to Transport share features with the other group of screens that are already 

explained on the Addressee Screen and will not be explained again. However, the unique 

functionality of these screens will be explained individually. 

 

 

                                                
5 Newtir User Manual is an external attached document. It has its own page numeration. 
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APPENDIX S – RESEARCH ETHIC LIST6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                
6 The Research Ethic List is an external attached document. It has its own page numeration. 


